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SI]MMARY

In this essay ¡nre defend the idea of a different

conceptual scheme by defending the followíng thesis.

DCS* It 1s possible that people from different linguisÈic

backgrounds refer to each of a significant range of

the entities they perceive using singular terms

which differ ín denotatíon from Ëhe síngular terms

we would use to refer to those same entíties íf we

r^rere to perceíve thern, (and so have a partially

different conceptual scheme from ours).

This will be done by answeríng objections to the ídea of a

dífferent conceptual scheme, and gíving examples of partially

different conceptual schemes from ours.

1.1 A rnajor argumenË against the ídea of a dífferent

conceptual scheme ís the denoÈation argument. IÈ is thís.

SËep one. If a person has a different conceptual scheme from

ours then he would refer to at least one entity he perceives

using a singular term with a different denotation from the

singular term \^re would use to refer Ëo that same entity.

SËep tvüo. A necess ary condition for a person to refer Ëo an

entity using a síngular term is that the singular Ëerm he uses

denotes the entity he ís referring to.
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Step Èhree. Therefore iÈ does not make sense to say that

a person may refer to an entity using a singular term with

a dífferent denot,ation from Ëhe singular term we would use to

refer to Ëhat same entity (for this would be to suppose that

a person can refer Ëo an entiËy usíng a term which does noË

denote it). (from sÈep tr4ro)

Step four. Therefore íË does not make sense to say that a

person has a different conceptual scheme from ours. (from sÈeps

one and Ëhree)

L.2 Rescher argues that Step one of the denotation argu-

ment is incorrect. He formulates an ídea of a conceptual -.scheme

whích does noÈ ínvolve the ídea of referríng to the same thíng

using singular terms wíth a dífferent denotation, or having

radically different beliefs about the same Ëhíng.

1.3 However, Step two of the denotation argument seems

íncorrect.

1.3.1 Donnellan distínguishes between referential and

attribuËive uses of defínite descriptions. If a definíte

descriptÍon is used referentially, a speaker may refer to an

object using a singular term which does not denote that object.

L.3.2 A speaker refers Ëo a unique object in virtue of a

causal chain of communication stretching from a percePtion of
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the object to the referríng use of the singular term and not in

virtue of the object referred to fítting the description (or

if the singular term is a proper 4ame, the descriptíon(s) whích

the speaker takes to express the sense of the name). So a

speaker refers to a unique object using a síngular term, írre-

spective of whether the singular term the speaker uses denotes

the object referred to.

2. Examples of how speakers from a dífferent línguístic

background from ours may come to refer to a significant range

of the objects they perceive usíng singular terms wiÈh dífferent

denotations from the singular terms we would use to refer Èo

those sarne objects if r^re T¡rere Èo perceive them, and so have a

partially different conceptual scheme from ours.

2.L Eliminative Materialists who replaced psychical

(sensation) díscourse r¿ith neurophysiologícal discourse would

have a partially different concepÈual scheme from ours.

2.2 Eliminative Phenomenalists who replaced physical object

discourse wl-th phenomenalistic discourse would have a partially

dífferenË conceptual scheme from ours.

3.1 A second argumerit against the idea of a different

conceptual scheme is the translation argument.

Step (1) The associatíon of havíng a language with having a

conceptual scheme.
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Step (2) The adoptíon of inter-translatability as a criterion

for the ídentity of conceptual schemes.

Step (3) The adoption of Ëranslatability into a familíar

Ëongue as the criteríon of languagehood.

Step (4) For a certain form of activity t,o be a language ít

must be translatable ínto a familíar tongue, but for

it to be associated wíth a different conceptual scheme

it must faíl of translatabílity. So the ídea of a

different conceptual scheme is a contradíction ín

ferms.

3.2 Step (3) of Ëhe translaËÍon argumenÈ seems íncorrect.

Two languages may faí1 completely of inter-translatabilíty. A

language rnay fail completely of translatability into English.

hlhen Davidson says that the criteríon of languagehood is trans-

latability ínËo a familiar tongue, he rnay mean that a certain

form of activíty can be known to be a language if and only íf it

is Ëranslatable ínto Engrísh. However thís seems to be false,

for we could formulate a theory of Ëruth for a language, and

hence know that it is a language, yet not be able to correctly

interpreÈ the language in English.

Accordíng to Davídsonrs theory of interpretation, to

give a correct theory of truth for a language is to give a

correct theory of ínterpretation for that language. However

Davídson's Ëheory of interpretaÈion rests on the íncorrect

assumption that most of our beliefs musË be true.
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3.3 Step (2) of Ëhe Èranslation argument seems incorrect.

Two speakers may have alternatíve conceptual schemes yeÈ Èheir

languages be ínËer-translatable.

3.4 In additton Íre could have evídence that people from a

different lJ-nguistic background have a differenË conceptual

scheme from ours and that a language is not translaÈable inÈo ours.
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STATEMENT

This thesís contaíns no material which has been

accepted for the award of any other degree or dÍploma.

To the best of my knowl-edge and belief, the thesís

contains no rùaterlal prevÍously publÍshed or wrltt,en by

another person except where due reference 1s made in the

text of the thesÍs.
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INTRODUCTION

It is sometímes said that it is possible that people

from a differenÈ línguistíc background conceptualise each of

a sígnificant range of the enËities they perceive dífferently

from the üray \¡/e would conceptualise those same enËÍtíes if we

\,rere to perceive them, and Èherefore have a partially differenË

conceptual scheme from ours. (For conceptual schemes are vlays

of conceptualising sígnifícant ranges of entítíes).

A problem wíth rnakíng sense of this claim is thaË the

meaníng of the term tconcepËualiser is not. clear. Wíthout

attempting to define rconceptualiser let us assume that people

from a different linguistic background conceptualíse each of

a set of entities differently from the \¡ray r¡re would, if and

only if, Ëhey have radically different beliefs about each of

that set of entities, from Ëhe beliefs we would have about each

of those same entítíes.

The assumption seems plausible given that

(a) people from a different linguistic background who

have radícally dífferent beliefs about each of a

set of entítíes from the beliefs we would have about

each of those same entiËíes would refer to each of

those entities usíng singular terms with a different

meaning (and denotation) from the síngular terms

we would use to refer Ëo each of those same entíties.

(as we argue soon)
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and (b) concepts are intímately associated with the

meaníngs of terms. (as \^re argue in 3'1)

Donald Davidson ín tOn the Very Idea of a Con-

ceptual Schemet says that the idea of a different conceptual

scheme does not make sense. He concludes that there is tno

intelligible basis on which ít can be said that schemes aÏe

1

differentt.r Davidson would claim that it does not make sense

to say that it ís possible that people from a different lin-

guístic background have radically different belíefs about each

of a sígnificant range of the entitíes they perceíve, from the

beliefs we would have about each of those same entities (and

so have a differenÈ coficeptual scheme from ours). Davidson

belíeves Ëhat we can take ít as given that most of a language-

speakerfs beliefs must be true.

Sotheíssuewhíchwewilldiscussínthisessayis

not the issue of; if people had radically different belíefs

about each of the entítíes they perceive from the beliefs

we would have about them, whether they would have a different

coriceptual scheme from ours. tr'Ie assume they would'

The íssue is whether people could have radically

different beliefs about each of a sígnificant range of the

entitíes they perceive from the beliefs we would have about

each of those same entítíes.

I Davidson, L973 P. 20.
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In thís essay we r,¡í11 attempt to make good sense

of the Ídea of a different conceptual scheme by defending the

following thesis.

DCS IÈ ís possíble that people from dÍfferent línguistic

backgrounds have radícally different belíefs abouL each

of a significant range of the entÍties they perceíve

from the beliefs we would have about each of those same

entítíes if we \^rere to perceive them (and so employ a

partially dífferent conceptual scheme from ours).

The word rradicallyr ín DCS is important, buË vague.

For surely it is possíble that people from a different ling-

uÍstíc backgr ound have margínally different beliefs about each

of a significant range of the enËities Ëhey perceíve from the

beliefs we would have about each of those same entities, if we

r^rere to perceive them, yet not have a different conceptual

scheme from ours.

So the questíon aríses fHow different from their beliefs

about each of a significant range of the entíties they perceive,

would the beliefs we would have about each of Ëhose same entiËies

have to be before r^re can be said to have a dífferent conceptual

scheme from people of a different linguisÈic background? |

An answer to this question is suggested by the follow-

íng considerations.

(1) Issues of meaning cannot be separated from íssues of

belief. There is an íntimate connection between the meaníngs
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of oners terms and the beliefs they are used to express. The

meanings of words are shaped by their userrs beliefs. For

example suppose a speaker, Smith, says

(1) Cats bark.

I{e rnight, at first blush, take ít that rcatst ín SmiËhrs mouth

means much the same as it does in ours and that Smith has

utËered a false belíef about cats. But suppose that Smith

says that what he calls rcatst chase mailmen but never mice,

gnavr on bones, fetch sticks, have coarse hair but never fur,

and so on, so that Smíth says about what he calls rcatsr whaÈ

l/e say about dogs. Then we would think that fcatst in Smithts

mouth means something different from what it means in ours

(more like what 'dogst means in ours). Tf Smíth hlere not

pulling our 1eg, and really did believe what he saíd about

whaË he called rcatsf then Smíth really would mean by rcatsr

whaË we mean by tdogst.

(2) The meaníng and denoËatíon of a síngular term used by a

speaker to refer to an entity ís determined by Ëhe speakerrs

beliefs about thaE entity. For example, suppose Jones says on

lookÍng at a source of bright light then closing his eyes,

(2) The afterímage I notice no\¡r is publicly

observable.

lle míght, aË first blush, take this to be an expression of a

false belief about the afterímage Jones sar,tr while uttering (2) ,

and take ít that tafterímager means in Jonesr mouth what it

means ín ours. But suppose we discover that Jones does not

believe that afterímages are brightly coloured psychical
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processes which are located on the backs of eyelids or on

walls (if anywhere). Suppose Jones belíeves about what he calls

rafterimagesr what we believe about the braínprocesses whích

v¡e think cause afËerimages (cal1 them rx-character brainpro-

cessest). Then we would rightly noÈ take tafterímaget to

mean in Jonesr mouth what iÈ means in ours but more like what

rx-character brainprocesst means ín ours. Therefore r¡re would

not take tthe afterimage I notice nowr in Jonesr mouÈh to mean

what it means in ours but rather whaÈ rthe x-characËer brain-

process I notice nowt means in ours.

Indeed suppose Jones believed about what he called

rËhe afterimage I notice nowr (in uttering (2)) what we would

belíeve about the brainprocess which causes the afterímage

noticed by Jones whíle uttering (2). Then not only would

Ithe afterimage I notice nowt in (2) mean something different

from what we would mean by it, but its denoËaÈion would differ.

It would denote not an afËerímage but the brainprocess which

causes the afterímage notíced by Smith on uttering (2).

So the meaning, and denotation of a singular term used

by a speaker to refer to an entíty is determined by the speakerrs

belíefs about that entity.

These consideratíons suggest an ansr¡/er to our quesËíon

tHow different from their beliefs about each of a significant

range of the entities they perceÍve, would the beliefs we would

have about each of those same entíties have to be, before üre can

be said to have a different conceptual scheme from people of a

different línguistic background?
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The answer is that their beliefs about each of a

significant range of the entíties they perceíve must be

different enough from Ëhe beliefs we would have about each of

these entities if we rtrere to perceive them, for it to be the

case that they would refer Èo those entities usíng singular

terms whích differ ín denotation from the singular terms we

would use to refer to those entitíes.

So leÈ us state, in different words, the Ëhesís we

wíll be defend,íLrig here in.

DCS* It is possíble that people from different linguistic

backgrounds refer to each of a signíficant range

of the entíties they perceive using singular terms

which differ ín denotatíon from the singular terms

we would use to refer to those sarre entities if vre \¡rere

to perceive them, (and so have a partially different

conceptual scheme from ours).

trrle will defend DCS;( by giving examples of how changes

ín belíef by our descendants may lead Èo a situation where they

refer to each of the psychical and/or physical entíties they

perceive, using síngular terms with a different denotatíon

from Ëhe singular terms we r¿ould use to refer to those same

entities if we r¡rere to perceive them. (Chapter Two)

Also ¡¿e will answer tr^ro objections Ëo the idea of a

dífferent conceptual scheme. (Chapter One and Three)



CHAPTER ONE

1.1 A PROBLEM I{ITH THE IDEA OF A DIFFERENT CONCEPTUAI SCHEME

A major argument agaínst the idea of a different

conceptual scheme is the denotaËion argument. It is Ëhis.

Step one. If a person has a different concepËual scheme from

ours then he would refer to at least one ent.ity he perceives

using a síngular term with a different denotation from the

singular term \^re would use to refer to ËhaÈ same enËiËy.

Step tr^ro. A necessary condition for a person to refer to an

entity usíng a singular Èerm ís that the síngular term he

uses denoÈes the entíÈy he is referring to.

SÈep three . Therefore, it does not make sense Ëo say that a

person may refer to an entity using a singular term with a

di-fferent denotaÈíon from the síngular Ëerm we would use to

refer to that same entity (for this would be to supPose ÈhaÈ a

person can refer to an enËit.y using a term whích does not

denote iË). (From step two)

SÈep four. Therefore iË does not make sense Èo say thaÈ a

person has a different conceptual scheme from ours. (from steps

one and three)

In this chapËer we wíll consider two replies Ëo the

denotatiori argument. The firsË is to claim Èhat step one is
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íncorrect and that the idea of a different concepÈual scheme

does not involve the ídea of referríng to the same entíf¡¡

usíng singular terms with different denotations. The second

is to claím Èhat sÈep two ís incorrect and deny that ít ís a

necessary condítion for a person to refer to an entity using

a singular term that the person use a term which denotes that

entíty.

I.2 RESCHERIS I4TEAKENING OF THE IDEA OF A CONCEPTUAL SCHEME.

Nicholas Rescher in tConceptual Schemest formulates an

ídea of a differenË conceptual scheme whích does not involve

Ëhe idea of havíng radícally different belíefs about the same

thing, or referring to the same thing using singular Èerms with

a different denotation. Thus he ¡¿ou1d deny step one of the

denotation argument.

He suggests rightly that

One way of motivating Ëhe idea of conceptual schemes
is. . . to approach this issue from the angle of con-
ceptual ínnovatíon a process clearly bound up wíth
scheme dífferentíation in that the new is (ex hypo-
thesí) someËhing different from the old.l

Rescher assocíates conceptual schemes wíth languages

and argues that ne\^I conceptual schemes (languages) may be

generated out of old conceptual schemes (languages) by Lhe

addiÈíon of new concepts (new terms with new meaníngs). How

rnight ner.r terms with new meaníngs be introduced into a language'

that is, how might ne\^r concepts be added to our conceptual

1 Rescher, 1980 p.330
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scheme? Rescherts ansvrer is that

our taxonomíc and explanatory systems lthat is our
caËegorical frameworks] are the produet of inquíryl

and

the concepts rÀre deploy upon factual issues are them-
selves prod
cornnitments

uc
Iç
ts of our empirícal inquiríes and factual

New concepËs may be the product of empirícal lnquíry

in the following r^rays.

(1) In the process of empirical inquiry netr entities

(objects, properties, processes and events) may be observed.

Ner¿ terms wíth new meaníngs wíll be needed to denoÈe these

newly observed entíties, and thus will be introduced into the

language. (Possibly even a new descriptive vocabulary will

be introduced to describe them).

(2) Sometimes assocíated vrith empirícal ínquiry are

sophistícaËed Ëheories which appear to speak of theoretical

entities such as electrons and genes which at the time the

theory was firsË propounded could noÈ have been observed.

As for newly observed entitles, nevr terms with new rneaníngs

will be int,roduced to denote these newly postulated entíties,

and possíbly new terms with new meanings will be introduced

to descríbe Èhem.

1ì rftsssþs¡,

2 Rescher,

1980

19B0

p. 330

p. 332
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For example, new terms with new meanings have been

introduced ínto English as a product of research ínto neuro-

physiology. The new Eerms aïe part of the technical vocabulary

of the science of neurophysíologyr e8. tneuronet, tsynapset,

tspike potentialr, tdifferential thresholdr. Each of these

ne\¡r terms has associated with it a ne\^7 concept.

Call the English language before anything was known

abouË neurophysíology, L, and the English language as ít is at

present L*n. Is the change from L to L*n a partial change of

language? Does the change involve a partial change of con-

ceptual scheme?

There is a case for saying Ëhat it is a partial change of

language and involves a parËial change of scheme. Davidson

argues, (as we st-1â11see in chapÈer three), that the críËeríon for

the identiËy of concepËual schemes is the inËer=translatability

of the languages expressing them, so that two languages exPress

the same conceptual scheme if and only if Èhey are ínter-trans-

latable. In chapt.er Èhree we shall argue that if two languages

are ínter-translaËable, this does not show that speakers of

those two languages share the same concepÈual scheme. But if

two languages fail of inter-translaËability, then the speakers

of those languages will have a different conceptual scheme.

There ís a case for saying that L and L*n fail

(partíally) of inter-Ëranslatabílity. A speaker of L would

not be able to translate (correctly) a sentence of L*n which

contaíns a term which denotes a neurophysíological entity. In
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order to correcËly translate such sentences into L it would be

necessary for a speaker of L t.o (í) learn the meaníngs of Ëhe

neurophysiologícal terms in L*n and then (ii) introduce these

terms - (or terms equívalent in meaning) into L.

A speaker of L would not be able to translate sentences

which contaín terms which denote neurophysiological entities,

because such sentences would, as Rescher points out, be not

available to him. That is, the speaker of L could not have a

sent.ential attítude toward such sentences; he could not believe

Ëhem true (or false) desire them true (or false) or asserË them

Ërue (or false).

For example the speaker of L could noÈ have a senÈential

attitude toward Ëhe following sentence.

(3) The centre for vísion ín the central nervous
system is areas 17-18 of the cerebral cortex.

It ís not just that the speaker of L would not believe (3),

buË that he could not understand (3) if someone had told him.

He would not know the meaníng of (3) or even a sentence gquivalenÈ

ín meaning to (3) because he would not know the meaníng of the

term rareas 17-18 of the cerebral cortexf oï any terms of

equivalent meaning. In other words the speaker of L would not

possess the concept of areas 17-18 of the cerebral cortex, whích

would be requisite to an undersËanding of (3).

If a speaker of L could noË believe, or wish true, or

assert (3), if he could not even understand (3) how could he

correcËly translate ít (wíthout extending hís language) ?
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It seems then that \de get a n.e\¡r concepÈual scheme

(language) ouË of an old one by the addition of new concepts

(new terms with new meanings) to Èhe old conceptual scheme

(language). The ínËroductíon of new terms with new meaníngs

make available a larger range of sentences to a speaker; it

allows him to have sentential attiËudes toward sentences which

he could noË have before (sentences containing the new terms).

These considerations lead Rescher to the following

criteria for distinguishíng conceptual schemes.

Innovatíon - the avaílability of assertions ín one
scheme that are simply unavailable in the other -
is one important key to theír difference. One

conceptual scherne will envísage assertions that
have no even remoËe equivalents ín the oËher frame-
work. They líe beyond the reach of effective Èrans-
portaËion exactly because Èhey involve different
factual commitments and presuppositions. Given the
change it is not just Ëhat one says things differently
but that one says altogether different thíngs. I

Rescherts idea of a different conceptual scheme does

not involve the idea of referríng to the same things usíng terms

whích díffer ín denotation, or that of having radically dífferent

beliefs about the same things. Rather ít involves only the ídea

of having different beliefs about quite different things, and

referríng to quite different things usíng terms which differ

ín denotation.

So Rescher would reject step one of the denotatíon

argumenÈ agaínst the idea of a dífferent conceptual scheme, by

weakening the idea of a different conceptual scheme.

1 Rescher, 1980 p. 331
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For the resË of Èhís chapter, it will be argued that

we need not weaken Ëhe ídea of a differerit conceptual scheme

to counter the denotation argument,, since step t!üo is incorrect.

1.3 IS IT NECESSARY FOR A PERSON TO REFER TO AN OBJECT

THAT HE USE A STNGULAR TERM I^IHICH DENOTES THAT OBJECT?

I'Ie may distinguish between referring (what people do

using proper names and definite descriptions) and denoting

(whaÈ proper names and definite descriptions do).

Russell in t0n Denotíngt defínes denoting as follows.

If rcr Ís a denoÈing phrase [as proper names and
definíte descriptions are] it may happen Èhat there
ís one entity, x, (there cannot be more than one)
for which the proposition rx ís identical with Cr is
true... . trIe may then say that the entíty x is the
denoÈation of the phrase tCt. 1

Note that denoËíng phrases denote, (.not people).

Leonard Línsky (among others) argues thaÈ referring

is different from denoting. According to Linsky people refer,

noÈ proper names or definite descríptions. Linsky wrítes

ít is users of a language who refer... and noÈ except
in a derivatíve sense the expressions whích they use
ín so doíng. 2

1 Russell,
2 Linsky,

p. 51

p. 116

1905

L967
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So expressions do not refer any more than they make promíses

or give orders. The sense ín which \¡Ie say expressions refer

to things is derivative in that

the question rTo whom (what) does the phrase "the
so-and-sott refer?t means the same as the questÍ-on
wiEh regard Èo some person tTo whom (what) is the
person referring wiÈh Èhe phrase "Èhe so-and-so"?t
I{here the question cannoÈ be so rephrased iË cannot
be asked at all. e.g. tTo whom does the pronoun
tthett refer?t f To whom does the phrase ttÈhe old manrt
refer?f 1

According Èo step two of the denotaÈíon argument iË

ís a necessary condition for a speaker to refer to an objecÈ

using a singular term, that Ëhe singular term denote that object.

Against step tr,ro, it will be argued, following Keíth

Donnellan, that. we should make a distinctíon between t\iro uses

of defínite description, the referentíal and Èhe attributive.

A person who uses a definl-te descriptíon attributÍvely ín a

statement says someËhíng abouË whatever or whoever fits the

descriptíon. A person who uses a defínite descript.íon refer-

entially ín a staÈement uses iË to enable hís audíence to píck

out what he is talking about before going on to state something

about it.

If a defíníte descríption ís used referentíally Èo refer

to an objecË, the object referred to need not fit the descríption.

In oËher words, a person may refer to an object using a definite

description which does not denote Èhat object, so step two of the

denotation argumenË is false.

1 Linsky, 1967 p. LL7
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Donnellan writes

Using a defíníte descripËion referenÈíally a speaker
may say something true even though the descríption
correctly applíes to nothing. The sense in which he
may say something true ís the sense in which he may say
something true about someone or somethíng. I

I¡Ie will defend the claim and dístinguish between Ëhe two uses

of definite descríptíons in terms of what ís said using a

defínite descríption, attributively or referentíally in a

statement.

It wíll also be argued that a person refers Ëo an

object usíng a proper name in virtue of a causal chain sËretchíng

back from the speakersr use of Ëhe name to the first uses of

the name and ulti-mately to the object itself . lle will argue

agaínst Description Theories of Reference which claim that a

person refers to an object using a name ín virtue of what that

person rightly belíeves Ërue about that object. Our causal

analysis of names wíll be extended to referenÈial uses of

definíte descríptíon.

On a causal theory of reference a speaker refers to a

unique object usíng a singular Ëerm irrespeetive of whether the

singular term the speaker uses denotes the object referred to,

so step two of the denotation argument ís false.

1 Donnellan, L966 p. 298
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I. 3.la REFERENTIAL AND ATTRIBUTIVE

ü/e saw earlier that Donnellan distínguishes two

uses of defínite descriptions, the referentÍal and attri-

butive uses. (p. 14 above). To illustrate these two díffer-

ent uses of definite descriptions consider the follo\,üing

senterice.

(1) SmiËhrs murderer is insane.

Thís sentence could be used aËtributively. Donnellan writes:

Suppose.... that we come across SmíËh foully murdered.
From the brutal manner of the killing and the fact
that Smith was the rnost lovable person in the world,
we might exclaim rSmíthts murderer is insaner. This
I shall say is an aÈÈributive use of a definite des-
críptíon. I

The sentence could be used referenÈia1ly.

suppose that Jones has been charged with Smithts murder
and has been placed on trí41. Imagine that there is a
discussion of Jonesr odd behavíour at his trial. tr{e

might sum up our ímpression of hís behavíour by sayíng
tsmíthts murderer is insaner. If someone asks us Èo

whom we are referring by using Ëhe description, the
ansr^rer here is tJonest. This, I sha1l say, is a
referentíal use of the definíte descríption. 2

In the atËributíve use of a definite descriptíon the

speaker says someÈhíng about whatever, if anything, fits the

descriptíon. In terms of our example, the speaker says that

Smíthrs murderer, whoever he is, (the speaker may not have any

partícular person in mind when he talks about Smithrs murderer)

must be ínsane to murder poor lovable Smith.

1 Donnellan,

2 Donnellan,

l-966

L966

p. 285

p. 286
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In the referential use of a defínite description, the

speaker inËends to use the descríptíon to pick out the partícular

thíng he is referring to. fn Ëerms of our example, the defíníte

descriptíon tSmith's murderert is used to pick out a partícular

person, Jones, The speaker does have a particular person in

mínd when he refers to Jones as Smíthls murderer. Another des-

cription e.g. tThe man in Èhe dockf or a name lJonest or a

demonsÈrative pronoun fThat mant (said while poínting at Jones)

rvould do the job equally well.

The distincËion is not a distínction beËween Ëhe

number of beliefs that the speaker and hearer have abouË the

object, íf any,which satisfíes the definíte descripÈion. In

terms of our example, the distincËíon between the referentíal and

attributive uses of 'smithrs murdererl ís not a distinctíon

between having lots of beliefs about Smithts murderer in the

referential case and having few beliefs in the atËributive case,

because even in the case where I have a lot of beli-efs about

Smithts murderer, I can use the descriptíon tSmithls murderert

attributívely. Donnellan writes

suppose that Jones is on tríal for murder, and I and
everyone else believe hím guilty. Suppose that I
comnent that the .,murderer of Smith is insane but
instead of backíng this up. . . . by cíting Jones I s
behaviour in the dock, I go on to outline reasons for
thinking Èhat anyone who murdered poor Smith ín that
particularly horrible way must be ínsane. If it now
turns ouÈ that Jones \^Ias not t.he murderer after all
but somebody else was, I Ëhink T can claim to have been
right if the true murderer is afËer all insane. Llere,
I think I would be using the definite descríption'
attrÍbutively even though, I believe thaË a particular
person fits the description. 1

1 Donnellan, L966 p. 290.
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Donnellan claíms that íf a definíte descriptíon is

used attributively the speaker does not refer to anything at

all. He substanÈiates hís claím by cases 1íke the following.

Suppose someone says in l-900 (impressed by Americars

superíor technology at the ttme) ! The fírsË person to land on

the moon will be an Americanl. Now sínce Neíl ArmsËrong, an

American, was the first man on the moon, Èhe statement \.Ias

true, and the definite description, which I¡Ias used attríbutively,

denotes Neil Armstrong. None-the-less the speaker did not refer

to Neil Armstrong or anyone, since he did not know ¡,vho the first

man on the moon would be, and whaÈ üras meant üIas ll,{ho-ever the

fírst person to land on the moon will be, that man will be an

Amerícan,r .

Similarly a person who says !Smíth!s murderer ís insanet

and uses tSmithts murderert aËtributively means ll,rlhoever murdered

SmíËh is ínsanet or

(gx) (x is a murderer of SmiËh, and (y) (If x ls a
murderer of Smith then x = y)) and x is ínsane).

Here there ís no particular reference. The singular term has

dísappeared on analysís.

Quine dístinguishes between relational and notíonal

senses of rbelief!. He writes

Consíder the relational and notional senses of belíeving
ín spies.

(7) (trx) (Ralph believes that x is a spy).
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(S) Ralph belíeves Èhat (f,x) (x is a spy).

Both may perhaps be ambiguously phrased as tRalph
believes that someone is a spyt but they may be
unambiguously phrased respectively as rThere is
someone whom Ralph believes to be a spyr and tRalph

belleves Èhere are spiest. The difference is vast:
indeed, if Ralph ís like most of us, (8) is Èrue and
(7) is false. 1

A simílar distíncËion can be made beËween relational and

notíonal senses of tsaying!. (Substitute Ëhe word lsaidr for

tbelievesr in the above quotatíons.)

The dístínction between relational and notíonal senses

of I sayingr provides us with a criterion of application for

referentíal and attributÍve uses of definite descriptions. If

S uses the definit.e descïiption tSmith!s murdererf referentíally

in saying (1) tsmithts murderer is insane! then there ís someone

whom S says to be insane: formally

(2)' Gx) (S says thaË x ís ínsane).

However if S uses the definiËe descriptíon tSmithls murderer!

attríbuLívely ín saying (1), then it is not the case that there

ís someone rrrhom S says to be insane though he might be saying

that someone (whoever fít.s Èhe descríption tSmíthls murderer!)

is ínsane. Formally

(3) "@") (S says that x is insane).

but

(4) S says Èhat éx) (x is insane).

1 Quine, L966 p. IO2
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For as we will argue later (in 1.4.4) an attríbutíon

of a belief/saying to a person, S, in relation to an object'

x is true only if a perceptíon of x (though not necessaríly

Srs perception of x) ínítiated the causal chain of communicatíon

leadíng to the production of Srs belief/saying.

If a person, S, says tSmiËhts murderer is ínsaner

j ust because of the brutal manner of the killing and noÈ because

of a perception of the person he supposes to be Smíthrs murderer

then an attributíon of the saying tsmiÈhfs murderer is ínsaner to

S in relation to any object would be incorrect.

More generally if the definíte description 'The Ø' is used by

S referentially in a sentence of the form tthe Ø ís \yr then

(5) @x) (S says that x ís Y).

If the definíte description 'The Ør is used attributively by

S ín a statement then

(6) - @") (S says Èhat x ís Y).

If a definite descríption ís used attributively in a

sÈatement and if nothing fits the description then there ís

nothíng about which it can be said the statement \,ras made. If

tSmíthts murdererr üras used attributively in (1), and if Smith

cornmitted suíeide, then the statement (1) ís not about anybody at

all, since Smith has no murderer.

Tf a definiËe descriptíon ís used referentially ín a

statement then, even íf noËhíng fíts the description, there will

be something about which íË can be said that the sËatement \nras

made,. Tf tsnithrs murderert rnras used ín (1) to refer to Jones
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then even if Smith commítted suícide, t.he statemenË r¡Ias about

Jones. So even though nothing fits Ëhe descríption tSmithts

murderert our speaker sÈíll refers to Jones, albeit incorrecËly,

usíng tsmíthts murderert buÈ this is stíll to refer to Jones or

so r^re will argue noI^r.

1.3.1.b MACKAY'S ON¡ECIION TO DONNELLAN.

Alfred MacKay argues against Donnellants claím that

a speaker may refer to an object even though the defínite

description employed does not fit the objeet. Consider Ëhe

example of the referential use of 'SmiËhts murderer is ínsaner

(p. L6 above).

Suppose that Jones did not murder Smith. Donnellan

would say Ëhat the speaker had referred t.o Jones even though the

definite description which he employed to refer to hím ('Srnithrs

murderert) did not fit Jones. The speaker referred to Jones

by means of a false description. (He referred to him incorrecÈ1y

as Smithr s murderer).

MacKay offers an alÈernative account. He says in cases

líke this I the speaker succeeds in making knowable whom he is

talkíng about, ín spiËe of the fact thaË he does not refer to

hím. He succeeds ín making it knowable, as a matter of fact, by

(intenËíonally or otherwise) rnis-referríngt .1

1 MacKay, L966 p. 198.
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Referríng is one vray among many of rnaking knowable

what you are Èalking about. Accordíng to MacKay referríng rís

making knowable \,rhat r^re are talking about by way of using an

expressíon which correctly describes the object in question.

If the description does not fit. . . Ëhen Èhe speaker has faÍled

to refer not withstanding the facÈ that he may have succeeded,

by some other means, in makíng iË knowable what he was talkíng
1about'.

MacKay ísolates four important elements in referring.

(1) the speakerrs inËentions (2) the ostensible referring

expression used (3) the object of íntended reference and

(4) the audience. MacKay alleges Èhat Donnellants account uP-

grades the ímportance of (1) and (4) and downgrades the import-

ance of (2), but that his own does not.

But as MaeKay acknowledges this dispute may seemingly

Ëurn ouË to be a mere verbal dispuËe - with MacKay calling

twhat the speaker ís talking aboutt Donnellan callíng rwhat the I

speaker ís referring t.or. I,lhat, according Ëo MacKay' are t.he

unacceptable consequences of Donnellant s way of talkíng abouÈ

such cases?

MacKay asks us to imagine a person, inËending to

refer to a book on Èhe table sayíng tBring me the rock on the

tablet. On Donnellanrs view the person may be (depending, perhaps,

on hís audíence) referring to Èhe book using the defi-nite des-

cription t the rockt .

1 MacKay, L966 p. 198
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So it does look as íf Donnellan ís saying t It doesnt t

matter so much what ô..r.o. Iostensible referríng expression] ís

used; íf Èhe speaker intends to refer to an object and if the

audience is able to get.... whích object he means then he has

referred to t.haÈ objectt.l

MacKay concludes t If one can refer Èo a book usíng

ttthe rockttthen one can refer to a book using any o.r.e. so

the actual o.r.e. used becomes irrelevant'.2 One'might as well

use any descríption as long as he uses it with the ríght

íntentj-on (and Ëhe right audience).

DONNELLAN'S REPLY TO MACKAY.

Donnellan replies to MacKay that we can imagine a

speaker referríng to a book using Ëhe description t the rockt

when the speaker intends to refer to somethíng which is in facË

a book by usíng the defíníte description I the rock! . This may

sound like hardly any lirnitation at all. hlhat could be easier

Ëhan formíng an íntention? (As easy as Humpty's fallingcffa wall).

BuÈ according to Donnellan it ís not all that easy to

form an intention. Intentions are related to expectaÈions.

If you hrere to ask someone to flap hís aÍms' with Ëhe intention

of flying he rnight in response flap his arms, but iË would be

almost irnpossible for hím to intend to fly by Ëhis procedure,

because he does not expect that he will be able to f1y. Sirnilarly,

1 MacKay,

2 MacKay,

p .199

p. 201

L966

]-966
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intending to refer involves expectatíon regarding onefs audíence.

I,rlhen a speaker uses an expression referentially, he intends

his audience to Èake the descripËíon as characterising what the

thing is he wants to talk about and expects Ëhem to recogníse

what it is. Not. any o.r.e. can be used with thís inÈention

and related expectation, any more than one can flap onets arms

r¿ith the intentíon of flying. Despite Èhis limitatÍon on what

o.r.e.ts can be used to refer to thÍngsrit may stíll be the

case that a person refers to some entíty, e, usíng, sâY, a

defínite descríption tThe Øt and yet it noË be the case that e

fits the description tThe f 't{rh"r", for ínsËance, the person

believes that e is the Ø).

1.3.1.C ON I,üHAT IS SAID USING A DE TE DESCRIPTION

REFERENTIAILY IN A STATEMENT.

Donnellan writes

Using a defínite description referentially a speaker may
say something true even though the description
correcÈly applies to nothing. The sense in which he
may say something true is Èhe sense ín whích he may
say something Èrue about someone or something. 1

In this section we will defend Èhis claim and distinguish the

t\^ro uses of defínite descripËions ín terms of whaË is said

using a definite descriptíon (referentially or attributively)

in a sËaËement.

1 Donnellan, 1966 p.298.
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Donnellan criticises a passage from rReferríngr in

which Línsky says:

saíd of a spinster thaÈ tHer husband is kind to herr
is neither Ërue nor false. But a speaker might well
be referring Èo someone using Ëhese words for he may

think that someone is the husband of the lady (who

is infacË a spínster). SÈill the statement ís neither
true nor false, for iË presupPoses Èhat the lady has
a husband whích she has not. I

Donnellan claims that if the descríption fher husbandr ín

(7) Her husband is kind to her'

is used attríbuËively then Linsky may be correct in sayíng that

Ëhe statement is neither true nor fa1se. But if tHer husbandt

is used referentially, Ëo refer to a particular person who the

speaker had just met (called Jones) and if Jones were kínd to

the spinsterrthenraccording to Donnellan, what the speaker said

is true in the sense Ëhat the speaker saíd something true about

Jones.

So according to Donnellant \^/e \^lant to say that the

Speaker (in the circumstances outlined above) has saíd some-

thing true. But we would not state our agreemenË wíth hThat the

speaker said by saying

(B) It is true that her husband is kind to her,

because when ¡¿e say this r^re use the definite descriptíon

either attribuËívely or referenËially. BuË, wriËes Donnellan

1 Linsky, L967 p. L22
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we should not be subscribing Lo what the oríginal
speaker truly said if râ/e use the description
atÈribuËívely for, it was only in íËs function
as referring to a partícular person that the
definite descriptíon yields the possibility of
saying something true (since the lady has no
husband). 1

And if a defínite description is used referentíally

there ís a presumptíon Èhat the speaker believes Ëhat what he

refers to fits the descriptÍ-on. So Íf r,¡e knew thaË the lady

r^ras a spinster we would riot. use (7) in reporÈing agreement with

the original speaker when he said rHer husband was kind to hert,

otherwise we would give our hearers the ímpression that we believe

the lady to be married.

Donnellan writes

where a definite description Ís used referentially
buË does not fÍt what r¿as referred to, we can report
what the speaker saÍd and agree with hÍrn using a
deseríption or name which does fít. In doíng so r,rle

need not, it is important to note, choose a description
or name which the origínal speaker would agree fits
whaË he was referrlng to. 2

So if a speaker says rHer husband is kind to her! using

the descripti-on rher husbandr to refer Ëo Jones' hre may report

hÍm as having sai-d that Jones is kind Ëo her, and if Jones is

the local zoo-keeper l^re may reporË our original speaker as

having said Ëhat the local zoo-keeper is kind to her. But in

whaË sense can \¡te report our speaker as havíng said that Jones,

the local zoo-keeper is kínd to her?

1 Donnellan,

2 Donnellan,

L966

L966

p. 300

p. 301
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1Platt s dístinguíshes Ëhree varietíes of reported

speech Dírect Discourse: in which the reporter of a saying

uses the very same words as the oríginal speaker used. Direct

díscourse is schematl-cally of the form

A said tpt.

where rAt is replaced by an expressíon referríng to the speaker

and ttptt by the quotaËíon name of a full declarative sentence:

an exact quotation from the origínal speaker.

Indirect Díscourse: in which the reporter of a saying reprod-

uces the meaning of the original speakerfs utterance (though

not riecessarily in the original speakerts own words). Indirect

díscourse is schematically of the form

A saíd Èhat p.

where the content sentence tpt is replaced by a sentence

equivalent ín meaning to the orí ginal speakers staËement.

Obiectual Discourse:

Donnellan c1aíms that in reportÍng what an original speaker

says - co-referential expressíons are substitutable salva

veríËate in the subject position of the content senLence (call

Ëhís the Donnellan PrÍncíple).

Thus there is a third distinct varíeËy of reported

speech which Platts calls tOb¡ectual Discourser, which

ing to PlatÈs, ís also of Ëhe form

1 Platts, 1979 pp. L26-L32

, accord-
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A saíd that p.

but in which the subject-term of the contenË-sentence tpt is an

expression whích the reporÈer uses to refer to the object

whlch the original speaker T¡ras referríng to. It need not be

the expression the oríginal speaker uses or even an expression

of the same meaning.

PlatÈs points out that the Donnellan Principle runs

counter to orthodoxy. Suppose S says

(e) Cícero r^rrote Pro Roscío.

Suppose that S uses tCícerol to refer to Cicero. According

Ëo the Donnellan Prínciple, in reporting what S said a senÈence

of the form

(10) S said that.... ¡nrrote Pro Roscio.

would be true íf the blank ís filled in by any exPressíon ¡¿hích

is used by the reporter to refer Èo CÍcero. BuË supPose' unknown

ÈoS

(fl) Cicero = Tul1y.

then according to the Donnellan Princíple the fol-lowíng is true.

(L2) S said Èhat Tully \irrote Pro Roscio.

Yet. given Srs ígnorance of (11) S might di-ssenË from the sentence

(f 3) Tu1ly \nrrote Pro Roscío.

So the Donnellan Principle connnits us to allowing the following

gonjunctíon

(14) S said that Tully r^rrote Pro Roscío and S

síncerely deníed lTully \¡rrote Pro Roscior.
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.rùhich seems absurd. So the Donnellan Principle must be false.

AgaÍnst this orthodox argument Platts points out

that (L2) as objectual discourse does not imply that S

asserted the sentence (13) or even a sentence of the same

meaning. Nor should we take (12) as implyíng that S would

assent to (13).

Ordinary English allows us to report sayings accordíng

Ëo the Donnellan Principle. I^Ie can even report a speaker using

a sentence of the form

S said that P.

where tpt is replaced by a sentence that no-one would assert

or assent to. Suppose before the Titanicfs faËeful voyage

Smith asserËed

(15) The Títaníc r¿ill never sink.

After hearing ner,rs of the sínking of the Títaníc we might

ironicall)z report Smithts saying as follows

(16) Smith saíd that the ship that sunk on íËs
maiden voyage would never sink.

But (16) does not imply that Jones would asserË or assent Ëo

(17) The ship that sunk on íts maiden voyage will
never sink.

or even a senËence of Èhe same meaníng as (17).

LeE us now apply our díscussion of reported speech to Donnellant s

discussion of

(7) Her husband ís kínd to her.
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If the speaker, S, uses the descríption fher husbandr in (7)

referentíally to refer to Jones, Ëhen what S saíd can be re-

porËed objectually as

(18) S saíd that Jones ís kl-nd to her.

But if S uses rher husbandf Ín (7) attributively then what the

speaker said cannot be correctly reported as (18) and cannot

be correcÈly reported objectually at all since S does noÈ use

rher husbandt t.o refer to Jones oï anyone.

trrie are now ín a position to undersËand Donnellanrs

claim that

Using a definite descripÈion referentially a speaker
may say somethíng true even Èhough Ëhe description
correctly applies t.o nothíng.

Said of a spinster tHer husband is kínd to herl Ëhe description

fher husbandr does not fiË anything. Nonetheless a person who

asserts (7) and uses the definite description referentially may

be correctly reported objectually as

(18) S said thaÈ Jones is kind to her.

and this rnay be true.

1.3 .1. d THE DIFFERENCE BETI'IEEN REFERENTIAL AND ATTRIBUTIVE.

trrle can distinguish between a referentíal use and an

attributive use of a definít,e descripËion, in terms of our

dístinction between the varietíes of reported speech. Con-

sider again the referentíal and attributive uses of !Smíth!s
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murderert in the statement (1) tSmiÈhts murderer is insaner. If

S says (1) and uses tsmithts murdererr referentially to refer to

Jones then what S saíd can be correcËly reported dírectly as

(19) S said tSmiËhts murderer is Ínsanel

indl-recËly as

(20) S said Ëhat Smíth's murderer is insane.

and Objectually as

(2L) S said that Jones is insane.

(2L) can be rewrítÈen as

(22) S said of Jones that he ís insane.

or formally as

(23) (Ex) (x = Jones) & (S said that x is insane).

If S says (1) and uses lsmithls murderer! atËrihutívely

then what S said can be correcÈly reported directly as

(19) S said tsmithls murderer ís ínsanel.

Indirectly as

(20) S said that Smíth!s murderer is insane.

But S cannot be correcËly reporËed as (21). Indeed S cannot

be reported correctly usÍ-ng objectual discourse at all sínce

(í) a person who uses a defíníte descriptíon atËrib-
utively ín a statement does not refer to anythíng.

(ii) a person who uses a defínlte descriptíon attrib-
utively in a statemerit of the form rThe Ø is Vt

does not say of anything that it ís V.
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( r-r.r_) for a person who uses a definíte descrípËion

attributívely in a statement of the form tThe 
Ø

is Vr it is not Ëhe case that there is something

whÍch S says to be V.

In other words

(6) - (ux¡ (S said that x ís V ).

1. 3.1.C REFERENTIAL/ATTRIBUTIVE AND THE DENOTATION ARGI]MENT

To relaËe our discussi-on of the distíncËion between

referenËial and attrlbuËíve uses of definíte descrípÈions to

the denotatíon argumenti SËep two of the denotatÍon argumenÈ

is false, because ít is not a riecessary condítion for a person

to refer to an object using a singular term, that Èhe síngular

Ëerm he uses denotes the object he ís referring to. InIe have

seen that a person may use a singluar term referentially to

refer to a person and that. singular term noÈ denote anyone

or anythíng. For example a person may refer to Jones, the man

accused of Srnithrs murder, as SmiÈhrs murderer, using the

singular term fsmithrs murdererl.il even though the singular Èerm

tSmithts murdererr denotes nothingras would be the case if

Smíth committed suicíde.

L.3.2 THEORIES OF REFERENCE.

Accordíng to the Description Theory of Reference a

speaker refers to a unique object usíng a proper name ín virtue
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of Ëhe speaker associating v¡ith that use of the name a set

of identifying descriptíons whích denote that object. Let us

grant that the ídentífying descríptions associated wíth Èhe

use of a proper name by Lhe speaker gíve the sense of the proper

name as it used on that occasion by the speaker, and that the

object r¿hich fits uníquely a sufficient number of the definite

descríptions associaËed by the speaker with the use of Ëhe name,

is the denotation of t.he name.

Now if the Description Theory of Reference is correcË

a necessary condíËíon for a person to refer to an object usíng

a proper name is that the speaker uses a name which denotes the

obj ect .

According to the Causal Theory of Reference a person

refers to a uníque object usíng a proper name in vírtue of a

historíco-causal relation between the speaker, his use of the

name and the objecË referred to, írrespective of whether the

name denotes the object referred to, uniquely. (ThaÈ is,

irrespective of whether a sufficíent number of the definite

descriptions assocíated with the use of the name by the speaker

denote the object referred to).

In this section we shall criticise the Descriptíon

Theory of Reference, and defend a Causal Theory of Reference

for proper names. I{e shall also extend our causal analysís of

names to referentially used definiËe descriptíons.
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L.3.2.a THE DESCRIPTION THEORY 0F REFERENCE FOR PROPER NAMES.

A theory of reference for proper names attemPts to

explain how it is that a person is able to refer to an objecÈ

using a proper name. According to descríption Ëheories of

reference for proper names we refer to an object fin virtue ofl

our having some (sufficienË number of) Èrue beliefs about the

object. For example, we refer to Aristotle using tAristotlet ín

virtue of (some of) the thíngs we rightly believe about Aristotle.

In other words, one can refer to AristoEle using the name

tArisËotlet because one has a suffícíenË number of true be-

liefs about Aristotle.

Common t.o all description theories of reference for

proper names are the following three theses:

(a) Each proper name tN.Nt as used by a speaker (or

group of speakers) has associated wíth ít a set

of uníquely referring descriptions (call them

identifying descriptions) culled from the speaker!s

beliefs abouÈ N.N.

(b) The uníque thing which satísfies the set of

ídentifying descriptions (or 'a sufficient but so

far unspecífíed number' of identífying descriptions)

is the referent of Ëhe name tN.Nt.

(c) ff no unique thing satisfies (a suffícienË number

of) the set of identífying descríptions Ëhen the

proper name tNNt has no referent (and tNN does

not existt is true).
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SEARLE'S Tu¡ONY OF PROPER NAMES.

An example of Ëhe descríptíon theory of proper names is

Searlets theory presented in rProper Namest. According to Searle

referring uses of proper names are like referríng uses of def-

inite descriptíons ín that referring uses of both types of

expression pïesuppose the exístence of a unique object referred

to. But a proper name unlike a definite descrípti-on does not ln

general explicitly specify any characterisÊics of the object.

So how does a use of a proper name bríng the reference off if the

name does not specify any characterístícs of the object? Searle

anshrers this questíon as follows.

...though proper names do not normally assert or
specify any characteristics, their referring uses
nonetheless presuppose that the objecË to which they
purport to refer has certain characterísËics. BuË

which ones? Suppose we ask the users of the name
tAristoËlet to state r^rhat they regard as essential
and established facts about him. Their anshters
would be a set of uniquely referríng descríptive
sËaËements. Now what I am arguing is that the
descriptive force of tThís is Aristotlef ís to assert
that a sufficíent but so far unspecified number of
these statements are true of this object. Therefore
referríng uses of tAristotlet presuppose the exístence
of an object of whom a sufficíent but so far unspecified
number of Ëhese statements are true of this object. 1

lühat on Searlets víew is the referent of the name tNNt?

To answer Ëhis question we might ask anoËher. How on Searlers

view rnighE h7e determine the referent of a proper name tNNt 
?

The picture Searle presents is Èhis. I,Ie ask the users of tNNt

to say what they regard as essential and established facts about

NN. Then we formulate a list of these purported essentíal and

1 Searle, 1958 p. 158-159
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and established facts about NN. This list is a set of uníquely

referring descrípÈive statements or as \^7e have called them

identífyíng descriptions. This set of ídentífying descriptions

may serve as a criterion for determíníng Ëhe referent of tN.Nt.

The referenË of tN.Nt is that uníque object of whích a sufficíent

number (though not necessarily all) of the ídentifying descrípt-

íons are true. How many (and whích) ídentífying descríptions

must be true of the object to be the referent of tN.Nt is not

decíded ín advance.

To discover afÈer all that N.N does not exist ís to

díscover Ëhat a suffícíent number of the ídentifying descripË-

ions culled from Èhe communítyrs belíefs abouËN.N.are true of

noËhing or of many things. As Searle points out:

Suppose most or even ã11 of our present factual knowl-
edge of Aristotle proved Ëo be true of no-one aÈ all,
or of several people living in scatÉered countries
and in dífferenÈ centuries. Would r,r7e not say for this
reason Ëhat Aristotle did not exíst after all, and
thaÈ the name, though it has a conventional sense'
refers to no-one at all? 1

I.3.2 .b ADVANTAGES OF THE DESCRIPTION THEORÏ.

(1) I,{hen a speaker needs to clarify the use of a proper name

he will give a definiÈe descriptíon. If I ask lwho do you mean

by tSocratest?!¡he speaker can clarify his use of the name

rsocratest by saying tYou know, that ancient Greek philosopher

who taught Plato and who drank a cup of Hemlockt ' I

1 Searle, 1958 p.156
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(2) Sírnítarly an uËterance of an ambíguous name can be clarified

by gívíng a definite description. If someone says fMohammed

was defeaËedf we mighË ask hin which Mohammed he meanË. He

rnight say t The three times former hear4rweight boxing charnpion

of the world. I

(3) It provides an account of negative exísËential statements.

If no entity saËisfies a set of identífying descriptíons

associated with a proper name tNNt Ëhen NN does not exist.

For example, assocíated with the proper name tPegasust is the

definite descriptíon fthe winged horse captured by Belleraphon'.

Since nothing satisfies this description nor a cluster of such

descríptions, Pegasus does not exisÈ.

L.3.2.c DISADV.ANTAGES 0F THE DESCRIPTION THEORY.

InIe have seen that according to Èhe DescripËíon Theory

of Proper Names

(A) A proper name tNNt as used by a speaker (group

of speakers) has associated wiËh ít a set of

identifying descriptions (culled from Ëheir be-

liefs about N.N).

This is surely correct. And

(C) If no unique thing satísfies a rsuffícíent numberf

of these identifyíng descrípËíons then rN.Nr does

not refer and N.N does not exist.
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I wíll argue that (C) is false. I wíll argue that

It may occur that no unique thíng satisfíes any of the

identífying descríptions associated with the name tN.Nt

and yet tN.Nt does refer (ie. may be used Ëo refer).

In the bíggest publishíng hoax of the twentieËh century

Clifford Irving vrrote a "biographyt' of Howard Hughes. Irvíng

made most of it up lifting the rest from published material on

Hughes. Irvíngrs publíshers made hefty advance payments to

Irving whích he spent sËayíng at the best hoËels where he said

he was ínterviewdng.. gntn"". He kept hís publishers quiet by

sendíng manuscrípts and letÈers apparenËly signed by Hughes'

gívíng tantalising details of his private life (the letËers

were clever forgeries) . The manuscripËs contained outright lies.

According to Irving, Hughes had flo¡^m secret missíons

from Britaín duríng tr{orld l,rlar II, had a long close relationship

with Ernest Hemíngway and spent most of his years visiting the

sun-spots of the world, enjoying r-í,¡lne, vTomen and song, - a1l

lies, of course.

Irvíng \,üas eventually found out before his book was

published. Suppose however that the book was published, and

accepted by most people as true, and Hughes r^ras too afraíd of

publícity to expose (probably ín courÈ) the book as a fraud.

Suppose, in addítion to his oËher líes, Irving convinces people

Ëhat Hughes is not the real head or even founder of the Hughes

Corporation buÈ rather a conveníent figurehead, who has no part

in the foundation or admínistraÈion of the company.
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Before havíng read Irving if people in a communíty C

were asked what they regarded as essential and established

facts abouË Howard Hughes, we míghË get a lisÈ of identifying

descriptions like thís.

B the rnillionaire who is founder of the Hughes CorporaËion.
1

B Èhe self Ëortured recluse who is head of the Hughes
Corporation

After havíng read Irving whaË members of the now misinformed

community C believe as essential and established facts about

Howard Hughes míght change, so I^/e might get a new list of

ídentifying descríptions like thís.

A
1

the millíonaire who flew secret mlssíons Ëo

Britain duríng l{orld }üar Two.

the only flamboyant extrovert who had a long
close relatíonship with ErnesÈ Hemingway.

An

2

B
n

Az

Suppose that no unique object satisfies any of the identifying

deseriptions A, ... An. Aceordlng to the Descríptíon Theory

when people in the mis-ínformed community use Èhe Proper name
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rHoward Hughesr they are not referríng to anyone, indeed Ëhe

sentence tHoward Hughes does not existt ís true.

It rnay be asked who Irving \^ras referríng to when he

used the name tHoward Hughesl. tTo no-onet does not seem a

satisfacËory anshrer because Irving was telling líes about Hughes.

So he must have been referring to Hughes when he told lies about

hÍm, otherwÍse the lies would not have been abouÈ Hughes but

whoever, íf anyone, he was referríng to using the name rHoward

Hughesr.

If Irving were telling lies about Hughes in sayÍng thaË

Howard Hughes ís A, ... An then ncE only does Irving say Èhat

someone is A, ... Arr, íe. not only

(24) Irvíng said that (Sx) (x is A, ... Orr).

but it is also the case thaÈ Èhere ís someone vrhom he said

to be At A r i.e
n

(25) (IIx) (rrving said that x is A, ... A.r)

For if there úrere no-one whom Irving saíd to be A, ... Ar, ín

saying that Howard Hughes ís A, ... An then what Irvíng saíd

may be false (since no-one Ís A, . .. Orr) buÈ it would not be a líe

about anyone, since it is not Ëhe case that someone ís such that

Irving lied abouÈ him ín saying that he was A, ... An.

Also Howard Hughes must be such that Irving saj-d that

he was A- ... A . Formally1n

(26) (gx) (x = Howard Hughes) & (Irving saíd that x

is A, ... Orr).
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For íf Howard Hughes r^rere not such that he was said by lrving

to be 41...4n, then ít is not the case that Howard Hughes was

such that Irving lied about hím Ín saying that he was Ar...An.

If Hughes is such Ëhat Irvíng saíd Ëhat he was Ar...An

(íe. if (26) is true), then surely Irving must have been

referring to Hughes.

The Descriptíon Theoríst may concede that Irving used

the name tHoward Hughesf to refer to Howard Hughes. After all

Irving has the requisite true beliefs about Hughes to enable

him to pull the job off. But when members of the misinformed

community use Ëhe name rHoward Hughest they do noË accordíng to

the description theory refer to Howard Hughes or anyone, since

none of the identífyíng deseriptions (Af...Arr) assocíated with

tHoward Hughest by members of the misinformed community fit any

uníque object.

I,üe wíll riohr argue that when members of the mis-informed

communíty use the name rHoward Hughest there is a sense in whích

they may be referring to Howard Hughes. ft is possible that the

members of the mís-j-nformed community catch on to the fact that

Irving is saying Al...A' about Howard Hughes, that is Howard

Hughes j.s such that Irvíng said that he was Ar...An. (The

court that sentenced Irving to 2Ll 2 years imprísonment certainly

caught on to the fact. Ëhat Irvíng said Al...A' of Howard Hughes.)

In still other words the mis-informed communíty may come to

believe (26).
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It is possible, also ËhaË people in Ëhe rnis-infor-

med community rnight believe what Irving saíd about Hughes (as

Irvingrs publishers did) and so change theír belíefs about Hughes.

In sum, ít is possíb1e that the members of the mís-informed

community believe not that lrving ís saying somethíng about a

person they had never heard of before, but rather that Irving

is saying something new about a person they had heard of before,

Howard Hughes (and, of course, they would be correct in believing

this). They míght also belíeve thaÈ what Irvíng said about Hughes

is true. Formally, it is possible that

([x) [ (x = Howard Hughes) & (Irving saíd that x is

A, ...4 ) t (ftre members of the mis-ínformed communíËyIn
belíeve that x ís Ar...Arr) & (Before havíng read

Irvíng, the members of the misinformed communíÈy be-

lieved that x was B. .. .B ) lIN

If this r^rere true, then so would Ëhe following be true.

Let S be a member of the mis-informed community. The person

S now believes Ëo be 41...4r, (havíng read and believed lrving

is identical with the person S used to believe to be Bl...B'

(before having read lrving) , and is identícal with Howard Hughes.

It is possible that if S says

(27) Howard Hughes is eccentríc.

then (27) is a statement about the person who S believes to be

A. ...4 , and therefore about Howard Hughes, in the sense thaË
ln-

Howard Hughes, (ie. the person who S believes to be A1...An) ís

such that he is saíd by S Lo be eccentric. Formally
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(28) (gx) (x = Howard Hughes) and (S believes that

x is A, ...Arr)& (S said ËhaË x ís eccentric).

If Hughes is such ËhaL S saj-d that he is eccentric, then S

musË in some sense have been referríng to Hughes.

T.3.2,d A REPLY TO THE OBJECTION TO THE DESCRIPTION THEORY.

It míght be replíed that íf the members of the mis-

informed community have beliefs purportedly abouÈ Howard Hughes

which are so false that none of the identifying descripti-ons

cu1lab1e from the members'tbeliefs associated with the name

rHoward Hughesr fíË anyone, then it ís not clear that their

belíefs are about Howard Hughes, or anyone.

Donald Davidson ín tThoughtand Talkr argues that

a belief is ídentified by iËs locaËion ín a pattern
of belíefs: ít is Èhat patËern Ëhat determines the
subject-matter of the belief, whaÈ the belief ís about.
Before some object in or aspect of the world can be-
come part of the subject-matter of a belief (true or
false) there must be endless true beli-efsabout Ëhe
subject-matter. False belíefs tend to undermine the
ídentificaËíon of the subject-maËter, to undermine there-
fore the validiÈy of a description as beíng about that
subject. And so in turn false belíefs undermine the
claim that a connecËed belief ís false.1

Davidson selects a most unconvíncing example to íllustraËe

these points.

1 Davidson, L975 p. 20-2L
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To take an example, how clear are r^re that the ancíenÈs -
some ancients - belleved Ëhat the earth was flat? This
earth? l{e11, Èhís earth of ours is parÈ of the solar
syst,em, a sysËem partly identified by the fact that it
is a gaggle of large, cool, solid bodies circlíng around
a very large hot star. If someone believes none of this
about the earth is it certain that ít is the earËh that
he is Ëhinking about? I

These points can be applíed to beliefs purportedly

about Hor¿ard Hughes. Suppose a person t.old us

(29) Howard Hughes is a fríend of Ernest Hemingway.

We rníght at fírst regard (29) as expressing a false belief abouÈ

Howard Hughes (since rHoward Hughest is the grarmnat.ical subJecÈ

of the sentence used to express the belíef) . But suppose \¡re

discover that this person also belíeves that Howard Hughes

is the person r¿ho flew secret missions to BrítaÍn during l{orld

!'Iar IT and toured sunspots of the world enjoyíng wine, women and

song. Suppose we also díscover that the person belíeves that

Howard Hughes had no part in founding or leading the Hughes

Corporation.

AÈ this stage ít would not longer be clear that

(í) The personrs belief that Howard Hughes is a fríend

of Ernest. Hemingway is about Howard Hughes.

(ii) Any of his beliefs purportedly about Howard Hughes

are about Howard Hughes.

(iií) The personr s belief that Howard Hughes is a friend

of Ernst Hemingway is false (since ít ís not about

Hor,,rard Hughes).

(iv) The person means by tHoward Hughest what \^re mean.

It would seem therefore that we cannot say ín advance

f Davidson, L975 p. 2L
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whaÈ a sentence, seemíngly expressing a belief about Howard

Hughes, is about, until we know what else the speaker believes

about Howard Hughes. If the speaker of (29) believes much of

what we do about Howard Hughes, we would take (29) to be an

expression of a false belief about Howard Hughes. But if the

speaker of (29) befieves little of what we do about Howard

Hughes, we might be ínclined to thínk that (29) is not about

Howard Hughes, that the speaker ís talking about someone else

(perhaps with the same name) or some fictíonal character but

not about. Howard Hughes.

L.3.2.e REPLY TO DAVIDSON.

Let us begín by considering Davídsonr s own example

(concerníng the ancíents purported belíef thaË the Earth ís flat).

McGinn replies to Davidson as follows

it seems evident that ít was of the earth Ëhat Davidsonrs
ancíents entertaíned their egregious misconceptíons.
The acceptability of these attríbutions is owed clearly
Èo what Quíne aptly cal1s their relational form. And what
explains Èhat acceptability ís simply that in assígning
such aËtitudes to a person there is no presumption that
the concepts (predicates) the reporter calls upon to píck
ouË the entity Ëhe reported belíef ís said to concern be
themselves - those concepts - credited to the believer.
That these concepts are not assumed to be possessed by the
believer is índicated by keepíng the vocabulary one uses
to express the concepts outside Ëhe scope of the belief
operaËor. trle are thus able int.el1igíbly to impute prep-
onderantly false beliefs to the ancients in relation to the
earth ... without the irnplication that they belíeved these
things of [that entity] as [ít] ís conceived by us. It
follows that a person may be íntentionally related to an
object (in the Brentano sense) r¿ithouÈ being able to con-
ceive iË aright. 1

1 McGinn, :.977 pp. 525-6
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In reply to McGinn, Davidson could concede. that we can

impute false belíefs to people ín relaÈíon to the earËh without

the implicaÈion that they believed Ëhese thíngs of the earth as

üIe t-:conceive it, and that what makes these attributions in-

Èellígible is Èheir relational form.

Davídson admíËs that tiË cannot be assumed that speakers

never have false beliefs. I Davidson rníght accept S t s belief

that the earth circles the sun as being a false belíef about. the

earth (sinee the orbit ís elliptícal) and therefore the accept-

abílity of the following relational attribution (in objectual

díscourse) .

S believed that the earth, which has an elliptícal orbit
around the sun has a circular orbit around the sun.

But we cannot, ín making relational attributions, relate

a belíef to any object. Davj-dson ís saying that the ancients

purportedly belíeve so many falsehoods about the earth and so

few truths thaË \.re cannot be sure that the earth is such that the

ancients believed that it was flat: r¡/e cannot be sure that

([x) (x = the earËh) & (the ancients belíeved that

x is flat).

Possibly Ëhe ancienËrs belief that the earth is flat is about

something else (perhaps a part of the earth). So that

(gx) (x = a part of the earth) & (the ancíents belíeved

rhar x is flar).

or possibly, nothing is such that the ancienËs believed ít to be

1 Davidson, L975 p. 20
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flat when they belíeved the eart,h is flat.

So Davidson does not ígnore or outlaw relational

attributions of belíef, but seËs constraínts on such attríb-

utions. Before an attribution of a belief of the form tThe

Ø is V I to a person, S rcan be made in relation to any object

at all, iùe must know what else S believes about what, íf

anything, he calls rThe ør. Then in attríbuËing the belief

that fthe Ø is Vr 
I to S in relatíon to x the following con-

straints musË be observed:

S musË have rendlesst Ërue beliefs about x;

S musË not have too many false beliefs abouÈ x.

My objection to Davídson is that hís constraints are

too restrícÈive. For example, he argues thaË an attribution

of the belief that the earth is flat to the ancíents in relat-

íon to Ëhe earth cannot clearly be made since the ancíents in

belíeving that Èhe earth is flat do not believe that the earth

ris part. of a solar system partly identífíed by the fact that

it ís a gaggle of cool solid bodíes circling around a very large

hot star. If someone believes none of thís about the earth is
1it certaín that ít is the earth he is thinking about?'-

Note fírstly Èhat most of us do attribute to the ancíents

the belief that the earth ís flaË, in relation to our earth. In

other words we think ËhaL the ancientst belíef that the earth ís

flat is about the earth.

1 Davidson, 1975 p. 2L
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Such an aËtríbutíon seems acceptable because hre can see

how iË ís thaÈ Ëhe ancíents might come to believe thaË the earth

is flat. For the curvature of the earth is noÉ noticeable wherever

one sËands on the earthrs surface (even from hígh on a mountain).

The earth looks more or less flat (allowing of course for moun-

tains, valleys and the líke). No doubt, it looked the same \^ray

to the ancíent.s, even Ëheir maríners and explorers. These ob-

servations nay have led the ancients to the conclusion that the

earth (and not j,ust the parts of iÈ whích they had seen) is flat.

Davidsonrs example has the absurd consequence that we

cannot atÈribute to anyone a belíef about the earth before 1543

when Nicholas Copernícus became the first person to believe that

the earÈh ís parË of a solar system. But surely what motivaÈed

Columbus to sail westward to the easËern coast of America in

L492 was the belief that the earth is a sphere.

I¡Ie saw Èhat if a person told us

(29) Howard Hughes ís a friend ofEtnesJHemingway.

we rnight aË fírst regaxð. (29) as expressíng a false belief

about Howard Hughes. But suppose we díscover that the speaker had

maínly false belíefs about Howard Hughes (e.g. that he is

4....4_) but scarcely any Èrue beliefs (e.g. Èhat he ís 8,...8 ).I rr' \--o- -- -1

Then íË ís not any longer clear that (29) is about Howard Hughes.

This is true if all we kno¡¿ are the speaker I s beliefs

purportedly about Howard Hughes. But if we also know that

(1) the speaker used to believe that Hor,¡ard Hughes

was Br... Bn.
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(2) the speaker read Irvingrs book ín ¡,¡hích lrving

said thaÈ Howard Hughes (that is, the person

commonly belíeved to be 81...Bn) is A1...An.

(3) the speaker belíeved that Howard Hughes is such

that Irving said that he ís Ar...An.

(4) the speaker believed what the speaker saíd about

Hughes.

then it is clear Ehat the speakerts belief (29) ís about Howard

Hughes. rn other words, we would be correct ín attríbutíng the

belief that Howard Hughes ís a friend of Ernest Hemingway to our

speaker ín relatíon to Howard Hughes (the man we believe to be

Bl ...8n). Such an attribution is accept.able because rire can see

how ít ís that our speaker came to belíeve (29) about Howard

Hughes. (He r¿as mísled by Irvíngrs book of lÍes.)

L.3.2.T THESIS B OF THE DESCRIPTION THEORY IS FALSE.

I^Ie have seen that when the members of the mís-ínformed

eonrnunity use the name rHoward Hughesr, there is a sense in which

they may be referríng to Howard Hughes even though no uníque

object fÍts the ídenÈifyíng descríptions Or...O' associated by

members of the mis-informed cournunity with the name rHoward Hughes | .

So thesis C (see L.4.2.a p. 34 ) of the descríption Ëheory is

false.

In this same sense of treferr, when the members of the

mis-ínformed conrnunity use the name rHoward Hughest they may be
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referríng to Howard Hughes even though Helmuth Srnith (who is noÈ

Howard Hughes) happens to fit 41...4' uniquely. So thesis B

(see 1.4.2.a p. 34) of the description theory ís false, for

símilar reasons to those gíven for the falsity of Èhesís C.

1.3.3. THE CAUSAL THEORY OF REFERENCE FOR PROPER NAMES.

Proponents of the Causal Theory of Reference for

Proper Names, (e.g. Krípkel, D.lriËË2 
^rd 

Donnellan3) re¡ect

claíms rnade by the descri-ptíon theorists that we refer to, sâY¡

Socrates in virtue of some of the things thaË ¡rre correctly believe

about SocraËes. Rather we refer to SocraËes usíng the name

rsocratesr in vírtue of a causal chain stretching bacþrfrom our

uses of rSocratest to its fírst uses, and to Socrates hímself.

Kripke offers the followíng picture of how people refer

to Richard Feynman.

Someone, letts say, a baby is born; hís parents call
hirn by a certain name. They talk about hirn to Èheír
friends. Other people meet hím. Through various
sorts of talk the name ís spread frorn link to línk
as íf by a chain. A speaker who is on Lhe far end of
this chain who has heard about, sây, Richard Feynman
in Èhe market place or else-where may be referring to
Richard Fe¡mman even Ëhough he cantt remember from whom

he first heard of Feynman. A certain passage of communic-
ation reachíng ultimately to Ëhe man himself does reach
the speaker. He ís then referring to Feynman even though
he canrt identify hírn uníquely. 4

So let tN.Nt be a namei a person, A, refers to somethíng

by means of rN.Nr if and only if there ís a unique índividual, B,

such that C (A rN.Nr B) where C is a complex triadíc causal rel-

ation. So Ëhe reference relation ís a complex causal relatíon

1 Krípke, L972

4 Kripke, 1972 p. 298-99

2 Devitt, 1978 3 Donnellan, L972
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linking the user, the name, and Èhe referent.

1.3.3.A DEVITTIS THEORY OF REFERENCE.

According to Devitt first uses of a name are referríng

uses ín virtue of a causal relaËion with that object. Later

uses borrow their reference from earlíer uses. Devítt discusses

the history of the use of the name of his late cat tNanat.

There \¡ras a kind of naming ceremony at which Devittrs

abilíty to refer to Nana by Ëhe narne tNanat vras acquired. He

writ.es

My wife saídtlet us call her tNanar after ZoLats
courtesant I agreed thus Nana was named.

Devitt and hís wife saw Nana, DeviËt heard his wifets suggestíon,

and was a\^rare of himself agreeíng. As a result of this causal

ínÈeraction he and his wife acquired an ability to use the name

tNanat to refer to Nana.

A few mínutes later Devítt exercísed thís newly formed

abílíty by saying tNana is hungryr. He referred to Nana because

his referring use of the term fNanar Ì¡Ias caused by an abilíty

thaË arose ín the ceremony ín which Nana occupied the special

posíÈíon of being named.

The abíliÈy to refer to Nana, (by tNanar) is passed on

by one of the people ínvolved in the naming ceremony introducing

Nana to someone else by saying

(29) This is Nana.

The personts perception of the íntroduction, and Nanars place ín
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it, causes in the person the abílity to refer to Nana by tNanar.

The ability may be passed on in Nanars absence by one

of those present at the naming ceremony' e.g. Devítt' saying

(30) Nana ís our cat.

Devittts use of fNanat in (30) is causally grounded in Nana.

The person addressed hears (30) and so causally links him to Nana

through Devittts ability. Even a person who hears Ëhe senËence

(3f) Nana ís hiding.

ís ,according to Devitt rin a position to borrow the reference

from the speaker of (3f). Those who gained the name from the

Devitts can pass on the name in similar ways by saying

(32) The DevíËts have a ner¡7 cat called rNanat .

Devítt conments

Their later uses of the name desígnate Nana because
she is in fact the object aË the base of the causal
chain underlying those uses, châ'1ns that run through
several peoplers abilíties. Ànd so the chains eonÈinue:
people acquire and use the name long after Nana is
with us. 1

So a person refers to Nana using the name tNanat because

of a causal connection, based ínror causal'try grounded ínrNana'

runníng through peopleb ability to refer to Nana, Ëo Èhe present

use of tNanat.

A person refers to an object using a name, not ín virtue

of what the person using Ëhe name correctly believes about the

object referred to, but rather in vírtue of a causal connectíon

1 DevitË, L974 P.187
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based in or grounded in the objecÈ referred to and running

through various peoplers abilities to refer to thaÈ object.

(An abilíty Èo refer t ís a state which ís brought about in a

language.user by perception of a naming ceremony (and in oËher

hrays. . . ) and whích ís apt to produce certaín sorts of ut.terances

vLz., utterances usíng the name ín questiont.f

Devitt ext,ends hís causal theory of reference to other

singular terms. He offers a causal explanatíon of singular

reference using defínite descríptions. (His analysís applies

only to referentíal uses and not to attríbutive uses, j.n which

Ëhe speaker does noË refer). Discussing Donnellants case of the

referential use of t Smith t s murderer t in ls-¡oithl s .,murderer ,is

ínsanet. Devitt wrítes

It was because of our experiences of Jones duríng
his trial our beliefs about him, that we used
tsmithts murderer! in that utterance. In a sense the
object itself leads us Èo use the partieular definite
descriptíon in such cases. 2

Of course iË ís not necessary for us Èo experíence Jones to use

the definite description tSmithts murderert referenËíally to

refer to Jones.

There can be a causal línk of Ëhe requíred kind lof
the kind required to explain our use of a defínite
descríption Ëo refer to Jones using lsmithrs murderertl
even Ëhough the speaker has no direct experíence of
the object: it ¡¿ill be a causal conneetion running
through ogherq back to speakers who díd experience
the object. 3

1

2

3

DevíËt,

Devitt,
Devitt,

p. 186

p. 191

p. 191

L97 4

L974

L974
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Devitt also offers a causal explanation of singular

reference using demonstrative and personal pronouris. So

Devittfs theory of reference, is not just a theory of proper

names (like Kripkets) but a theory of síngular terms.

1.3.3.b ADVANTAGES OF THE CAUSAL THEORY OF REFERENCE.

(1) It provides an account of how people refer to an obj ect

using a proper name, an account which avoids the problems

associated with the descríption theory, by rejecting the view

that reference is achieved by being determined by whatever

happens to fít the identifying descríptions associated with the

name.

(2) It provides an ansl^7er to the problem of negatíve exist-

ential statements involving proper names. A , statement that

N.N does not exist will be true if there does not exist any

unique índividual B such that C (A 'NNt B).

Ho¡¿ever the Causal Theory of Reference as it stands

faces seríous problems of its own.

1.3.3.c DISADVANTAGES OF THE CAUSAL THEORY OF REFERENCE.

I^le sar^r that according to the Causal Theory of Reference

a person, A, refers to something by means of a proper name, tNNt

íf and only tf there is a unique indÍvldual, B, such thaÈ

C(A tNNt B) where C ís a complex triadíc causal relation.
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, Some Proper rlames are ambiguous ín, that they have
t,,

more than one bearer. For example tNanat is ambiguous as

between ZoLat s courtesan and Devittrs cat. So there aPpear to

be cases where user A, a proper name tl${t and objects B and D

are such that B # D, C(A 'N.N' B) and C (A rN.Nt D). Since

tN.Nt is a singular Ëerm, A, cannot be referring to any more

than one object on any particular occasion. So the causal

theorist ís left wíth the task of explaining reference r¿hen such

an ambiguous Ëerm is used.

It is natural to say that the speaker refers to the

object he has in mind. This suggests a solution to the problem

of ambiguous proper names. A person uses an ambiguous name

to refer to one object and not another because he has that

object in rnínd.

But íf thís is to be a satisfactory solution to the

problem of arnbiguous names, then we need some analysis of the

vague notion of rhaving an object 1n mindr which is linked

appropriately to the Causal Theory.

Devitt attempts to províde such an analysis, in terms

of causal chains as follows:

In general one has an obJect ln mfnd ln virtue of a

causal connection between one t s state of mind and
the object. I^Iith the help of Èhís, we are ín a
posítíon to incorporate the insight of the sense
theorists ínto our causal theory by giving the
following rough analysis of having an object in
mínd in using a name....

For any Xr Yr and z, ri had yin mind in"uttering
a tokeit of the name type 2... lf and onLy íf x had an
abílity to designate [refer] to y by z, and that abíl-
íty was exercised in the productlon of that token of z.

1 Devitt , L974 p. 188þ89.

1
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But what ís ínvolved in having and exercísing an

ability to refer to an object by means of a use of a proper

name? Devittts answer is thís.

As materíalists r^re expect the advance of science
particularly of neurophysíology to show us that ít
is a certain sort of state of the central nervous
system. IË ís a state which is brought about in a
language user by perception of a naming ceremony
(and ín other !üays...) and ls apt to produce(in part)
certaín sorts of utterances viz. utterances using the
name in question. 1

1.3.3.d DISADVANTAGES OF DEVITT'S SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM

OF AMBIGUOUS PROPER NAMES

As Donald Nute2 poínts out, Devítt tells us very little

aborrt r;vhat is ínvolved in having an ability to refer to an ob-

ject using a name. Devíttfs causal analysis of havíng an ability

to refer ís concerned with the way such an ability ís acquired

and manifested rather than wíth the nature of such an abílity.

As ít wíll now be argued, vre cannot from what DeviÈt tells

us about what it is Ëo have an ability to refer, distinguish

satísfactoríly between a personrs having an ability to refer Ëo

Plato using tPlator and

A parrotrs being ín a braín-sËate caused by its
perception of a namÍng ceremony, apt to produce an
utterance of tPlatot

A language speakerfs ability to use the name tPlatot
merely in a non-referring way.

(1) Nute argues Èhat Devítt I s críteria for having an ability

to refer to an object using a name could be applied to a parrot. A

parrot could pl-ck up a name from perceíving a naming ceremony and

would be in a brainstate apt to produce an utterance of that name.

I
2

DeviËt,

Nute,

r97 4

L978

p. 186

p. 51
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Devitt would reply that Êhe parrot is not a language

user. But he gives no account of what ís so specíal abouÈ the

relevant braínstates of language users that they should courit

as abilitíes to refer while brainstates of parrots caused ín a

similar way should not. It would seem that havíng an abÍlity Ëo

refer ís an epístemic state. IÈ involves having some belíef or

another. Surely a person who acquires the ability to use a name

to refer aË a namíng ceremony must perceíve the naming ceremony as

a naming ceremony which involves havíng beliefs about the event

orie perceives. More generally the acquiring of an ability to refer

to an object using a name by perceíving the name involves your per-

ceiving the name as a name. Devíttts account does not mentíon these

important conditíons for having an abilíty to refer. We wíl1 see

later that referring even ínvolves some belief or another about Ëhe

object referred to.

(2) A similar problem is that Devitt gives no account of the

difference between a language-user learníng a word used to name

and a language-user acquíring an abílity Èo refer to an object

using a name. A person may jusË pick up a name but not use it

to name anythíng. He might just repeat it Ëo himself because

it is a níce sounding word. LeÈ us suppose Ëhat such a person

pícked up the níce soundíng word merely overheard at a namíng

ceremony. Then he would be ín a brain-state brought about by

his percepËion of a naming ceremony whích is apt to produce the

utterance of the name ín question. But ex hypothesí he does

not have an ability to refer to an object usíng a name. But

Devíttts critería suggest that he would. So Devittrs criteria
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need strengthening to dístínguísh cerÈain cases of learning a

name from also being cases of acquiríng an abiltty to refer.

The problem is that if r^re r¡/ere to analyse thaving an

abilíty Èo ref er to an obj ecÈ using a name t in such a \¡ray as to

distinguish it frorn cases of learníng a name whích are not abíl-

itíes to refer, \^re may have to include in our definition a clause

to the effect thaË if a person has an abílíty to refer to an ob-

ject using a name, then the person must have a certain set of be-

liefs which are true uniquely of that object. Certainly nothing

Devitt te1ls us about havíng an abílity Ëo refer excludes t.hís

possibilíty.

So Devittts solution to the problem of ambiguous names

Ís unsatisfacËory. But worse is yet to come. His theory does not

explaín how ít is that a person uses a proper name to refer to some

uníque object.

1.3.3.E TURNERIS OBJECTIONS TO DEVITT'S IHEORY.

tr'Ie have seenthat Devitt claims that r,rÌe refer to an object

ín virÈue of causal connectíons running from the object, to Ëhe use,

and so also to the user, of the sÍngular term, and not in virtue of

what the user rightly believes true about the object referred to.

Turner begíns hl-s attack on Devíttrs theory by asking

tl,r¡hat does "in virtue of" mean?r and rightly suggest that the mean-

ing of saying that an object is referred to by a speaker using a

singular term, in virËue of a causal connectíon running from object

to use and user of a síngular term, ís this:

(1) The existence of causal connections (of the right sort)
between the object referred to and the person usíng a
singular term to refer to that object is a necessary and
suffícíent condítion for Ëhe person in using the síngular
term, to refer to the object.
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(2) None of Ëhe causal connectíons of (1) nor any
combinaÈion Ëhere-of need involve true beliefs
about. the object to which reference is made. 1

But the questíon now arises rtr'Ihat are Ëhe righÈ sorts

of causal connections?f for there is líkely Èo be a large number

of causal connections between an indivídualls use of a singular

Ëerm and objects to which he does not refer. For instance when

I refer to Plato using Ëhe singular term tPlaËot my use of the

singular term is causally connect.ed to all of Plators ancestors,

and all Èhose people ín the chaín of communícaËíon that lead

from Plato Ëo my use of Ëhe term tPlatot.

IÈ ís uninformative to say that the right sorts of

connection are Ëhose ín virtue of whích reference is achieved:

as unínformative as Ëo say that pies geË baked ín virtue of

the right sort of causal connections between píe ingredienÈs

and "flies; where the ríght sorts of causal connections are

Ëhose in virtue of which pies get baked.

A more informatíve ansriler to the quesËion tWhat are

the right sorts of causal connections?r might be this. The

right sort of connections, which together with a use of a

sl-ngular term, and an object, a:re necessary and suffícient for

one to refer to thaË object are

(a) The causal connections whích in facÈ causally
connect the use of the síngular term to the object;
and whích are:

(b) causal connections rbased inf the objecÈ.

1 Turner, L976

2 Turner, 1976

p. L54

p. 155

2
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But what could tbased i-nr possibly rnean? Turner suggests

three possíbilitíes as to whaË it could mean.

(1) The causal chaín culminatíng in a referríng use of a

singular term leads back to the object referred to and no

further so thaË the object referred to initiates Èhe chain.

A problem with this view is that objecËs do not inítiaÈe causal

chains buÈ events do (causal chains are chaíns of events).

(2) The objecË at the base of the causal chaín leading to a

referríng use of that name is that object which ís present,

perceived and had ín mind by t.hose participating at the naming

ceremony, so thaË Ëhe event of the naming ceremony initiates

the causal chain. But Èhis is an inadequate account of what it

is for an object to be aË the base of a causal chain leading

to the referring use of a singular term because

(a) not all objects referred Èo using singular

terms have names

(b) not all objects which have names acquire that

name in a naming ceremony

(c) even those objects which do acquíre their name

at a naming ceremony are not always Present, let

alone perceived aË a naming ceremony.

(3) The objecÈ at the base of the causal chain leadíng to a

referríng use of a singular Ëerm is that object which the name

giver had in mind.
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BuË what does rhavíng ín mindt mean? Devittts answer

is tFor any x, y and z, x has y ín mind in uttering a name of the

type 2... if and only if x had an ability to designate y by z and

that ability was exercised ín the production of that token of z'.1

But what is an ability to refer or designate? Devitt tells

us ít is ra certain sort of state of the nervous sysËem... which is

broughË about ín a language user [in various \¡lays] and ís apt to
)

produce (in part) cerÈain sorts of [uses of síngular terms].r-

This is uninformative however since we could again sa--/

analogous things about pie baking; that pie baking occurs when one

exercises an ability to bake a pie: that such an abí1íty is a certain

sort of state of the central nervous system brought about by varíous

ways in cooks and which is apt to produce cerEain sorts of baking

behavíour.

SI]MMARY OF THEORIES OF REFERENCE.

I,rIe saw that. according to the Descriptíon Theory of

Proper Names thaË a speaker refers to a unique object using a

proper name because assocíaËed by the speaker, with that use of

the proper name are a set of belíefs, a sufficiently large subset

of which are uniquely true of the object referred to.

A problem with the Descriptíon Theory of Proper Names

ís that a speaker may refer to an object using a proper name everl

though no subset of the belíefs associated by the speaker wíËh the

use of Ëhe name, are uniquely true of any object.

tr{e also sar¿ that accordíng to Krípkets and Devíttrs

Causal Theory of Proper Names, that a speaker refers Ëo a

I DevíÈt, 1974 p.189 2 Devitt , L974 P. 186
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unique object using a proper name because of a complex causal

relation (of the right sort) linking the user, the name, and the

referent. In other words, a person A refers to a uníque object

by means of a proper name tN.Nt if and only íf there is a uníque

object, B, such that C (A rN.Nf B) where C ís a complex tríadic

relation of the right sort.

A problem with the Kripke-Devitt Causal Theory of Proper

Names is that there appear to be cases in whích the user, A, a

proper name tN.Nt and objects B and D are such that B # D,

C (A rN.N' B) and C (A tN.Nt D). Devítt tríes to solve this

problem by sayíng thaË A refers ín such cases to the object he

has ín mind, and gives a causal accounË of whaË it ís to have an

object ín mind. Unfortunately, as r^Ie have seen, there are problems

wíth Devittfs causal account of thavíng somethíng in mindr.

A second problem with the Krípke-Devitt Causal Theory of

Proper Names, is that neither Kripke nor Devítt tel1 us very much

abouË r¿hat is the right sort of causal relation between the speaker,

a singular term, and Ëhe referent ín virtue of which reference is

achíeved.

1.3. 3. f A NEI'I CAUSAL THEORY OF REFERENCE.

CTR

It will now be argued that

A speaker, S, refers Ëo a unique índívidual, x, using

a sÍngular t.erm in rnaking a statement if and only if

(and Èherefore because) the perception of x inítíated

the causal chaín of communicatíon leadíng to the

production of the staËement
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By rcausal chain of c.ommunicationr we shall mean a causally

connected sequence of events Conslstlhg of sets of

(1) perceptíons of an objecÈ.

(2) beliefs in relation to that object.

(3) sayings in relatíon to that object.

(4) perceptlon of saylngs ín relaËion to that objecË.

Perceptíons of an object cause beliefs in relation Èo Èhe object.

Belíefs in relatiori Èo the object causally interact with desires

and other beliefs Èo cause sayíngs in relat.ion to the obJect.

These sayings are percel-ved and cause beliefs in relatlon Èo the

object.

The argument for CTR is this.

(1) S refers to x, uslng a singular term ín makíng

a sÈatement, l-f and only if- S makes that state-

ment in relatíon to x.

(2) S makes a statement, ín relatíon to x if and on1-y

if the perceptíon of x 1nítíates the causal chain

of cormnunícatíon leading to the productlon of Èhe

statement.

(3) S refers to x usíng a singular terrn in making a

statement 1f and only if the perceptlon of x

inítiates the causal chaín of communícatlon leadíng

to Èhe produetlon of the statement. (from (1) and

(2) bV Hypothetícal Syllogisur)
i

I

I
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Premise (1) seems Ëo be correct. If

(33) (sx) (s said that x is V)

is true, then there ís a sense of treferr in trhích S must

have referred to x. For example if

(Z+¡ ([x) (¡ = Plato) and (S saíd that x is wíse)

is true, then there is a sense of rreferr ín which S must have

referred to Plato.

Now in that same sense of rreferr if S refers toxín

sayíng that x is Y then (33) is true. For example íf S refers

to Plato ín saying that Plato is wise, then (34) ís true.

Therefore S refers to x usíng a singular term in making a state-

ment íf and only if S makes that staËement in relation to x.

IË will noT¡r ne argued that premíse (2) is correcÈ by

lookíng at what is involved in rnakíng a relaËional aÈtribution

of belief /sayíng.

Let us look, first, at what ís involved in making a

relational atÈríbuËion of be1íef. A dog digs frantically in the

garden at the place r¿here it buried a bone the day before. I^Ie

explain the dogs behavíour by saying that the dog believes Ëhat

the bone is buried in the garden, (and that it r¡/ants the bone).l

Such attríbutions of belief are relatíonal sínce we do

not suppose that the dog has our concePt of bone or of garden,

as would be the case íf we saíd that

(35) The dog believes that ([x) (gV) [ (x = the bone) and

(y = the garden) and (s is buried in y) l.

1 This example is from Armstrong L973 p. 25
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If we made such a notional attríbutíon of belief to a dog I^Ie

would be suggesting that Ëhe dog has our concept of bone, and

of garden, because the terms tthe boner and tthe gardent are

withín Ëhe scope of the belíef operator. lühat l^re are sayíng ín

atËríbuting the belief to a dog that Ëhe bone ís buried Ín Èhe

garden ís raËher that

(36) (E*) ([V) (x = the bone) (y = the garden) and

(the dog belíeves that x is buried it y).

In making such an attributíon r^re do not suppose the dog to have

our concept of bone, or of garden, since the terms rthe boner

and tthe gardenr are not wíthin Ëhe scope of Ëhe belíef operator.

trlhen we attríbuËe to the dog a belíef ín relaÈíon to t.he

bone and the garden to explaín its dígging behavíour, we explain

the dogr s behavíour in terms of (i) Ëhe bone (íi) the garden and

(iíi) the dogrs belief . lle say (i) @") (x = the bone) (íi) @V)

(y = the garden) and (iii) the dog believes that x is buried ín

y. üIhen we explain the dogrs behaviour Ín these terms, h7e are

sayíng Ëhat there ís a relation between the bone and the garden

on the one hand and the dogrs belíef on the other. (The belief

together wíth an appropríat.e desire explains the dogrs behavíour).

For note that in our formalisaËion of the relational attributíon,

(30¡, t.he variables txt and tyt occur outside the scope of the

belief operaËor, and then again within Ëhe scope of the belíef

operator.

But what sorÈ of relation are hle suggesting holds between

the bone, the garden and the dogrs belief given thaÈ the dog
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does noË have our coricept of bone and of garden? An answer is

suggested by the consideratíon Èhat we aËËribute a belief to an

animal in relaÈion to an object, (wíthout knowíng the content of

íts belíef) because we observe that the anímal causally interacts

with the obj ect in Ëhe environment ín such a I¡Iay as enables it to

have belíefs abouË the object which are manífested in íts be-

havíour. For instance, IiIe attríbute a belíef Ëo a dog ín relation

to the bone, beeause hte believe the dog perceived the bone (a

causal Ínteraction between dog and bone), and perceived where the

bone was buried. These perceptíons' \de believe, cause in the

dog a belíef (the content of whích r^Ie cannot know since the dog

cannoÈ speak). This belíef together wíth an appropriaËe desire

causes the dogrs behaviour.

So the relation r¡re are suggesting that holds between the

bone, and the garden on the one hand, and the dogrs belíef on

the other, (in attríbuting to the dog a belief in relatíon to

the bone in order to explain its behaviour), is a causal relation.

The dogr s perception of Èhe bone and the garden, and their

relation to each ot.her, is Ëhe ínítiatíng cause of the dogts

belief, which togeÈher with an appropriate desíre explains the

dogr s actíon.

So a relational attribution of a belief to a dog to

explain its diggíng at a certain place ín the garden where he

buried the bone the day before: namely

([x) (Sy) (x = Ëhe bone) (y = the garden) & (the

dog believes Èhat x is buried in y)

is true if and only if
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(1) ([x) (x = the bone) .

(2) (try) (y = the garden).

(3) The percepÈíon of x by the dog, and the perceptíon

of y by the dog (and the percepÈíon of the relation

bet¡¿een x and y) is Èhe initiatíng cause of the

belief whích together wíth an appropriate desire

causes the dogts behaviour.

Sometímes \¡re may aÈtribute to a language-speaker a

belief in relatíon to an object whích he díd not perceíve, (buË

rather heard about), ín order to explain the speakerrs linguistic

behaviour. üIe rnighÈ, for ínstance, attribuÈe to a speaker, S,

Èhe belief that Plato is wise in relation to Plato, (even though

S had never perceíved Plato), Ëo explain Srs utterance of tPlato

ís wiser.

The relational attríbution of belief we míght make

to S to explaín this linguístic behaviour may be as follows

(37) ([x) (x = Plato) & (S believes that x ís wise).

So the uËterance by S of Èhe sentence tPlato is wise' is explained

in terms of

( i) Plat,o .

and (ii) S's belíef about Plato.

!üe say (i) (flx) (x = Plato) and (ii) (S believes that x ís

wíse). In explaíning Sts linguistíc behaviour in this way \^7e are

saying thaË there ís some relatíon between Plato and Srs bell-ef

abouË Plato. For note that in our formalÍsaËion of Ëhe relational
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aËtribution of belíef to S, the variable txt occurs first

outside and then wíthin the scope of the belíef operator.

But what sort of relatíon are \^re saying there is

between Plato and Srs belief about Plato ín rnaking an attríbut-

ion of the belíef that Plato is wise Í.n relatíon to Plato to

explain Sfs utterance of tPlato ís wiser? h1e saw Èhat in the

case of attríbuting a belief in relatíon to an object to an animal,

\¡re are suggesËing that there is a causal relation beËween the

object and the anímalrs belief ¡¡hich explaíns iËs behaviour.

Ho¡¿ever it ís not the case that the perceptíon of Plato by S

was the iniÈíatíng cause of Srs belief that Plato ís wise. For

hre assumed that S did noË perceive Plato but simply heard of hím.

Note that (non-language-speaking) animals acquÍre belíefs

about objects in thei-r environment only through theír perception

of those objects. However language-speakers acquire beliefs

about objects in their envíronmenË Èhrough their perception of

objects and also their perception of utterances of sentences

about these objects.

I¡Ie attribute a belief to a language-speaker in relation

to an object because of our knowledge of the way people causally

interact \^rith objects in Ëhe envíronment in such a rnray as enables

Èhem to have belief about those objects, buË also because of our

knowledge of the way

belíefs about objects causally interact wít.h desires
and other belíefs about objects to produce sayíngs
about those objects.

people causally ínteract with sayings about objects
in such a rüay as enables them to have beliefs about
those objects.

and
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For example we attribute a belief Ëo a speaker S in relation

to Plato, because we believe that Èhere is a causal chaín of

communicatíon stretchíng from Plato to the present age and to

S, whích produced Srs belief ÈhaË Plato is wise. In other

words we attríbute a belief Èo a speaker, S, in relation to

Plato because we belíeve some contemporaries of Plato perceived

him, and as a causal resulË acquired beliefs in relation to hím.

The beliefs causally ínteract vrith desires, and other beliefs to

produce sayings in relation to Plato. OËhers perceíve these

sentences (a causal relaËion between hearer and utterance),

and as a causal result acquíre beliefs in relatíon to Plato,

and so on. It is by such a causal chain of communication, that

S will have heard of Plat.o, and that S wíll have acquíred the

belíef that Plato ís wise.

So Èhe relaËion \^re are suggesting which holds between

Plato and Srs belief that Plato ís wíse when we attribute to S

the belíef that Plato is wíse in relation to Plato to explain

Srs uËterance of tPlato ís wiser, is a causal relation. The

perception of Plato by one (or a number) of hís contemporaríes

ínitiat.ed the causal chaín of communication which led to Ëhe

production of Sts belief, which together with an appropriate desire,

explains Srs linguístíc behavíour.

To say that a perceptíon of Plato inítiated the causal

chain of communicatíon between Plato and Srs belief that Plato

ís wise, is Ëo say thaË the evenÈs r¡hich constitute the causal

chain of communication go back to a perception of Plato and go
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back no further. The perception of Plato is Ëhe inítíating cause

of another event in the chain (a belief in relation to Plato).

BuL no other everit ín Èhe chaín causes (even in part) this per-

cepÈion of Plato.

So S believes that Plato is wise in relatíon to Plato

íf and only if the perception of Plato initíates the causal

chain of communicatíon leading to the production of Srs belief

that Plato is wise.

Relational attributions of sayings are very simílar to

relational atÈributions of beliefs. For if we atËribute to S

the saying ËhaË Plato is wíse in relatíon to Plato, that is

([x) (¡ = Plato) & (S says Ëhat x ís wíse).

vre are sayíng that

(i) (sx) (x = Plato)

(íi) (S says that x is wise)

and that there ís some relation between Plato and Sts sayíng

that Plato is wise.

I,rlhat relation are r¡re suggesting that there is between

Plato and Sts sayíng that Plato is wise in attribuÈíng to S

Ëhe sayíng that Plato is wíse in relation to Plato? The answer

is that it is the same relatÍon thaÈ we are suggesËing holds

between Plato and Srs belief that Plato is wise, in aÈtributing

to S the belíef thaÈ Plato is wise in relation Èo Plato. l^Ie

are suggesting Èhat a perceptíon of Plato iníËiaËed the causal

chain of communícation which led to the production of Srs state-

ment that Plato is wíse.
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(1)

(2)

.' .(3)

For note that sayings ín relation to Plato constitute

the same causal chaín of communícation as belíefs in relatÍon

to Plato. Beliefs ín relatíon to Plato rnay be caused by per-

ceptíons of sayíngs in relation to Plato, and sayings in relatíon

to Plato are caused by beliefs in relaËíon to PlaËo (plus an

appropriate desíre and other beliefs).

So S says that Plato is wise ln relatíon to Plato íf

and only if the perception of Plato inítiates the causal chaín

of cormnunication leading to the producËíon of S 
t s statement that

Plato is wise.

Let us look agaín at our argument for CTR.

S refers to x, using a singular term in making a statemenÈ,

if and only if, S makes that statement in relation to x.

S makes a statemenË in relation to x if and only íf the

perception of x ínítíates the causal chaín of communic-

atíon leading to the productíon of t.he statement.

CTR

S refers to x using a síngular term ín rnakíng a statemenË

íf and only if the perception of x initíaÈes Èhe causal

chaín of communícation leadíng to the production of the

statemerit. (from (1) and (2) by Hypothetical Syllogism).

Ile have argued that premise (1) ís correct. (p.

prernise (2) ís correct (pp.64-7ú). I conclude,

(3), that ís CTR, ís correct.

64 ) and that

therefore that
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It will now be argued that CTR avoids problems

facíng the Kripke-Devitt Causal Theory of Reference.

CTR avoíds the problem of ambiguous proper names,

sínce the relata of the causal chain used to explain singular

reference, are not the referenË, the user and the singular

term, but. rather the referent, the user and Èhe use of the

singular term in a statement.

So S refers to x on one occasion usíng a singular term

in makíng a staËement, and to y on anot.her occasion using the

same síngular term to make a sËatement, because on the one

occasion the percepËion of x initíated the causal chaín of

communicaËion which led to Ëhe production of Sts statement,

and on Ëhe other occasíon the perceptíon of y initiated the

causal chain of communícation leading to the production of

Sf s statement..

Also CTR gíves us some account of what the ríght sort

of causal connections between referent, user and use of a

síngular term in vírÈue of whích reference ís achieved.

It is a causal chaín of communicatíon consísting of

. perceptíons of the referenÈ,

. belíefs ín relation to t.he referent,

. sayíngs in relation to the referent,

. percepËions of sayings in relatíon to Ëhe referent,

which are causally connected ín a sequence. The causal chain

of cornrnunicatíon is ínitíated by a perceptíon of the referent,

and leads to the productíon of the staËement incorporatíng Ëhe

use of the singular term. To say that a percepËíon of the
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referent initíated the causal chaín of communication (leading

to the production of the statemenË incorporatíng Ëhe use of the

singular term) ís to say that t.he events which constítute the

chaín go back t.o a perceptíon of the referent and no furÈher.

The perception of the referent ís Èhe inítiating cause of another

event in the causal chain of conrnunication (a belief ín relaÈion

to the referent). But no other event in Èhe causal chain causes,

(even ín part) this perceptíon of Plato.

Conclusion of 1.3.

Step two of the denotatíon argument against the ídea of a

different conceptual scheme (that a necessâry conditíon for a

person t.o refer to an entity using a síngular term is that the

singular term denote Èhat entíty) seems incorrect.

A speaker refers to an object using a síngular term in

virtue of a causal chain of communícation stretchíng from a

perception of the entity referred to, Èo the referring use of the

singular term and not in vÍrtue of the object referred to fitting

the description, (or if the sÍngular Ëerm ís a proper name, the

descriptíon(s) whích t.he speaker takes Ëo express the sense of

the name).

Therefore a person may refer to an objecË using a singular

term irrespective of whether Ëhe síngular term he uses denote that

obj ect.
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CHAPTER TI^IO

2.I EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT CONCEPTUAL SCHEME

It was argued in 1.3 that step tr¡ro of the denotatíon

argument is incorrect: it is not a necessary conditíon Lot a

person Ëo refer to an objeeË using a síngular term that the

singular term the person uses denotes that object.

It shal1 now be argued that DCS* and DCS are correct.

I,tre shall no\^r argue that ít is possible for speakers of our lang-

uage to come to have radícally different beliefs about each of a

significant range of the objects they perceíve from the belíefs

they would prevíously have had íf they were to perceÍve them

then. Thus the speaker would refer to the objects they perceíve

using terms díffering in denotation from the terms Ëhey would

previously have used íf they were to perceive them then. (Thus

the speakers would have a parËially dífferent conceptual scheme

from what they had before, as r^re argued ín the íntroduction).

tr'Ie shall look at trnro examples of ways in which such

conceptual change might occur.

2.L.L ELIMINATIVE MATERIALISM.

Acknowledglng this posslblltty Davldson suggests that

a picture of hor¿ a nehr (perhaps better) conceptual scheme results

from a new and beÈter scíence
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emerges in the suggestion of some. . . philosophers
that we could improve our conceptual lot íf vre \¡rere
to Ëune our language to an ímproved scíence. I

J.J.C. Smart, for ínstance, suggests thaË our present ways of

talking make a proper scíence of behavíour i-mpossíble and that

the cure is to change Ëhe way we talk. So insËead of talking

about sensations, feelings, moods, and the like we should talk

about certain brain processes.

Smart thinks that although psychical descriptions and

physical descríptions differ in meaning whaËever is descríbed

in psychical Ëerms can be descríbed equally well or beËter

(though differently) in physícal terms. This view is called

materíalism.

SmarË defends materialism by arguíng that it makes

sense to say that science may one day díscover Ëhat sensations,

(feelings, moods etc.) are identícal with certain braín

processes. Thís víe¡¿ ís called the identity thesís.

In thís section I shä'Il argue thaÈ if we replaeed

psychical discourse (talk about sensations, feelings, moods

etc.) wiËh physical díscourse (talk about states of the cenËral

nervous system) then we could not tel1 whether our ability to

make true descriptions of what there is would be undiminíshed.

However replacement of psychical with physical discourse would

ín certaín cÍrcumstances be a change of concepËual scheme.

1 Davidson, L973 p. 10
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The Identity Thesís asserts that it is sensible to say

(35) sensations = braín processes

But íf f=r denotes t.he relatíon of sÈrict identíty such that

(x) (y) [ (x = y) (F) (Fx = Fy) ]

then unacceptable consequences follow. tr'Ie can properly Èalk

about yellowish-orange after-images, and publicly observable

brain processes. If (l) were correct we should be able to speak

properly of yellowish-orange braín processes, and publically

observable afËer-ímages.

Rortyrs solution to thís problem is to say the f=r

does not denote strícË ídentity but rather

Ithe sort of relatíon whích holds between, to put it
crudely existent. and nonexistent entítíes when reference
Èo Ëhe latter once served (some of) the purposes pres-
ently served by reference Ëo the formerr. 1

For example there is a sense of r=r in which

(36) a quantity of caloric fluid = a mean kinetic

energy of molecules.

though noÈ everything which can be properly saíd about a quantity

of caloríc fluid can be sensibly saíd about a mean kinetíc eneïgy

of molecules. Rorty argues that it is in hís sense of r=r that

sensation = brain processes.

Accordíng to Rorty sentences such as (3S¡ and (36)

should be read as

(37) lfhat people now call sensaËíons = braínprocesses.

1 Rorty, 1965 p. 176
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and

(38) I,rlhat people used to call a quantity of caloríc
fluid = a certaín mean kínetic energy of molecules.

I^Ihere t=t does denote the relation of strict ídentíty.

A problen for Rortyb theory is that when we say

Ilhat people (used to) call Xrs are nothing but Yrs r¡re are

prepared to add tThere are no Xsr. But to suggest that there

are no such thíngs as sensations seems absurd.

The Demon Analogy.

To counter Ëhís problem, RorËy asks us to consíder a

tribe who belíeve thaE different types of illnesses are caused

by the presence of dif f erenË types of demons. If \^Ie met a

wítch-doctor who defended the existence of demons we níght

try Ëo show him that modern medicíne provides us with a better

explanation of the causes and cures of illness. If Ëhe witch-

doctor persisËs in claímíng that there are demons because he

has after a meal of sacred mushroom seen them, we might try to

show him that what he saw were hallucínations. To this the

r.ritch-doctor may reply

Al1 modern scíence can do is Ëo show
(1) that Èhe presence of demons is constantly correl-
aÈed with that of germs, viruses and the like.
(2) that eating certain mushrooms sometimes makes
people think they see thíngs that arenrt really there.
This is hardly sufficient to show that there are no
demons. At best it shows that if we forget abouL
demons, then (a) a simpler account of Èhe cause and cure
of disease and (b) a simpler account of why people make
the perceptual reports they do may be given. I

1 Rorty, L965 p. I79
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Rorty consíders the simplicity of accounËs which can be offered

íf we forget about demons is a good reason for sayíng there are

none.

The demon case shows the conditions required before

we could ín prínciple drop the referríng use of an observatíon

term.

(1) The dlscovery of ne\^r ürays of explaining the
phenomenon previously explained by reference to a
cerËain sort of entíty

and (2) A new account of what is being reported by
observation sËaÈements about that sort of entíty.

Rorty claims Ëhat sensations may be to the future

progress of neurophysiology as demons are to modern medícíne.

To apply thís to the irnplausíbilíty of the claim that Ëhere

are no - sensations. Rorty argues

The absurdíËy of sayíng tNobody has ever felÈ a paint
ís no greater than Èhe absurdíty of sayíng tNobody

has ever seen a demonr if we have a suitable ansürer
Èo the question tl^Ihat was I reporting when I said I
felt a pain? | To this question the science of the
future may reply tYou were reportíng the occurrence
of a braín process and it would make lífe símpler for
us if you would in the fuËure say tMy c-fibres are
fíringr instead of saying t I am in paínr . In so
saying he has as good a prima facie case as the
scíentíst who answen the wítch-doctor ttr'Ihat was I
reporting when I reported a demon?r by saying tYou

\^rere reporting Ëhe content of a hallucínation and
ít would make lj-fe simpler for us if you would
describe your experience in those terms. 1

Accordíng Ëo Rorty when people say

Idhat people used to call demons are nothing but Èhe
c.ontents of hallucínations

This ís to say the same thing as:

1 Rorty, L965 p. 179-180
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I'Ie could in princíple stop makíng the referring use
of the term tDemonr and st.ill leave our ability Èo
descríbe and predict undimini-shed.

Thís seems to be the justifícation for sayíng tdemons do not

exist I .

Simílarly when materialísts say

Ìlhat people used to call sensations are nothing but
certain brain processes.

this ís Ëo say the same thing as

I,Je could ín principle stop making the referring use
of the term tsensationt and stil1 leave our abi-lity
to describe and predict undíminished.

In fact Rorty thínks that noÈ only nouns, but Èhe

whole of psychícal discourse, nouns and adjectíves, could

in prínciple be replaced by neuro-physíologícal díscourse

wíthout our abilíËy to describe (or predict) dirninishing. For

example in círcumstances in which rÁte noür say

(39) I see a yellowish-orange afÊerimage.

the new man might say

(40) I notíce the pattern of neurones fíríng ín
areas 17-18 of my braln is tx characÈert.

where rx characterr is a counterpart ín the neür neurophysiologícal

language for yellowish-orange ín psychical díscourse.

Qþjectio4 to Rortyrs Materíalism

If we r¡rere Èo eliminate psychícal discourse and replace

ít wíth neurophysiological díscourse how could r¿e determíne that

our abílity to describe (ie. to make true descriptíons of r¿hat
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there is) is undiminished? For ínsËance íf (39) were replaced

by (40) how could we tell whether or not our ability to describe

is dimÍnished?

Suppose that there is no way of determíning U

U íf psychícal discourse ü/ere replaced by neurophys-

iological discourse then our abilíty to descríbe

would be undímínished.

then iË does not make sense to say

(41) Future neurophysiology will one day discover

thar U,

and it does not make sense to say what is tantamount to (7)

(42) Future neurophysiology will one day discover

that what people now call sensaËíons are nothing

but certain brainprocesses.

Question: If (39) were replaced bv (aQ) how could we tell thar

our ability to descríbe is undiminíshed?

Answer 1: If (39) and (40) \¡rere synonymous then clearly our

abílity to descri-be would not be dimínished. But (39) and

(40) are no more synonymous than

(43) I see a fat red demon.

and

(44) I am having a hallucination of a fat, red

man-like shape.

Answer 2: rf (40) enrailed (39) rhen our abil_ity to describe would

not be diminíshed. But (40) does not entail (39) any more Ëhan

(4+¡ entails (4:¡.
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Answer 3: Rorty r^Irites:

To say that our abílity to describe is undíminíshed
ís merely to say that usíng some portion of language
coflrmon to competíng vocabularíes (eg. tl^Ihat do you
experience when I do that to your armt ) \¡re can ísolate
t.he quesÈions to which alternative ansv/ers míght be
given and note Èhat both vocabularies offer something
to say in reply. 1

hrhat RorËy appears to be saying here ís Ëhat we could do an

experiment to determine whether the abílity of speakers of

neurophysiological díscourse Ëo make true descriptions of what

there is, is undiminished in comparison wíth a speaker of psych-

ical discourse by sitting both in front of a light-bulb and asking

Ëhem Ëo close theír eyes. I,{e then ask them a question they both

understand namely tl,rlhat do you experíence when you elose your

eyes?r The neurophysíological speaker would say (40), the speaker

of psychical discourse would say (39). Since both speakers have

something to say ín reply to the question it follows, according

to RorËy, that if psychical díscourse were replaced by neuro-

physiological discourse then our abí1íty to describe would be

undiminished.

But would not.íng the fact that both speakers have an

ans\^rer Èo the question'twhat do you experience when you close your

eyes?r alone be sufficient to establish that our ability to

describe would be undirninished if neurophysfological discourse

replaced psychical discourse?

If (39) were false and (40) rn/ere Ërue Ëhen replacing

(39) bV (40) would not dirninish our ability to make true descript-

ions of what there ís.

I Rorty, L97O p.230
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Hovlever, íf (39) \^rere true and (40) were false then

replacing (39) bf (40) would dímínish our abílity to describe

because we would be unable to make a true descríption (39).

If (39) and (40) were both true then our ability Èo

describe would still be dímíníshed if we eliminated (39) because

although we would be able to give a true ans\¡Ier to the questíon

tl,lhat do you experíence when you close youT eyes after looking

at a light bulb?' using (40) we would not be able to gíve the same

true ans\^rer as we would be able to give using (39) .

þby eliminatj-ng (39), \^re are unable Ëo make one true descripËion,

namely (fl¡.

So Rorty seems to assume that (39) ís false and (40)

is true. But how could we show this? ttr'Iellt, Rorty might

reply, tyou could show this by showíng that there are no sensat-

ionsr. And what would be the justifícatíon for saying that

there are no sensatíons? Rortyts reply is that fl^le could in

prínciple elimínaËe psychical díscourse and replace it with

neurophysíological discourse and still leave our abílity to

describe undiminished. But how could we determine that our abí1íty

Ëo descríbe would be undiminished?

Rorty rníght try to avoíd Ëhis círcularity by appealing

to the demon analogy. The símplicíty of accounts which can be

offered if we forget about demons is, according to Rorty' an

excellent reason for sayíng that demons do not exÍst. Simílarly'

díscovering rìe\¡I ways of explainíng phenomena previously explained

by reference to sensations would be an bxcellent reason for
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saying that sensations do not exist, and Ëherefore for saying

(40) is true and (39) is false. The prínciple Rorty would be

appealing to is Occamts Razor (do not urultiply enÈiËíes).

BuÈ Occamfs Razor states rDo not rnultíply entities

beyond necessítyr. To show that sensations are not rrecessary,

and that we could forget about them, we would have to show

that the elímination of sensation díscourse and its replace-

ment by neurophysiological discourse would leave our abí1íty

to describe undiminished. If we cannot show this, nerr r¡rays

of explaíning phenomena presently explained by reference to

sensations and a neqr account of what ís being reported by

observatíon statements about sensatíons will not help us to show

Ëhat there are not sensaÈions.

In the demon case \¡re do have reason to suggest that

t.he referring use of the Ëerm rdemont would leave our ability

to descríbe undÍminíshed because none of Ëhe descriptive vocab-

ulary is elirninated. As BernsLeín points out

Imaginary demons can be short, red and fat just
as real as demons can... I will not describe Ëhe
presence of demons differenËly after I discover
they are only hallucínations: I wíll continue to
use the same sorts of predicates and descríptions
in descríbing them, although I will be more cautious
ín drawing unhrarranted onto-logical conclusions. 1

Since I will continue to use the same sorËs of des-

cript.ions for demons after I discover they are only hallucín-

ations, and do not really exíst, it is clear that my ability to

descríbe is undiminished.

1 Bernstein, 1968 p. lzLO
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So íf rnre I¡rere to replace psychical díscourse wíth

neurophysiological discourse, then we would be unable to

deËermine whether our abílity to descríbe what there is, is

undiminíshed. So it does not make sense to say

Future neurophysíology wíll discover that if we were
to replace psychical discourse with neurophysíological
discourse then our abillty to descríbe would be undim-
ínished.

Therefore ít does not make sense to say

Future neurophysiology will díscover that what we
now call sensatíons (feelings, moods) are nothíng but
certain brainprocesses.

2.L.2 ELIMINATIVE }.,IATERIALISM AND CONCEPTUAL SCHEMES.

If we \^rere to replace psychical díscourse with neuro-

physíological discourse would we be ever jusËified in calling

such an alÈeration a change Í-n our conceptual scheme? Call the

Englísh language as it is at present L*n, and Èhe language which

results from replacíng psychícal discourse v,rith neurophysiol-

ogical díscourse in L*n, L*n-s. Inlould we be ever justifíed ín

calling the change from L*n to L*n-s a change in our conceptual

scheme?

Davidson suggests the following formula for generating

new and distinct schemes out of old schemes.

Irtre get a nehr scheme out of an old scheme when
speakers of a language come to accept as true an
important range of sentences they previously took to
be false (and of course vice versa). I

1 Davidson, L973 p.9-10
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0n thís formula, speakers of L*n would have a different concep-

tual scheme from speakers of L*n-s, because speakers of L*n

would accept as Ërue an lmportant range of sentences speakers

of L*n-s would not. accept as true. Speakers of L*n-s would

not accept as Ërue any sentence containing a psychícal term in

a referring position. Speakers of L*n would in certain circum-

stances accept such sentences as ËTue. For example, a speaker

of L*n may ín certain circumstances accept the following sentence

as being true.

(45) The afterimage I notice now is yellowish-orange.

A speaker of L*n-s will in no circumstances accept

(45) as being true.

Unfortunately, (as Davidson ís well aware) just noLing

the fact Ëhat speâkers of L*n accept as true an important range

of sentences speakers of L*n-s do not accept as Èrue (but regard

as false) j-s not sufficienÈ to show that speakers of Ltn and

speakers of L*n-s have a dífferent conceptual scheme. This is

because any sentence which a speaker of L*n accepts as true may

not be synon)¡mous with the same sentence which ís not accepted

as true by speakers of L*n-s.

However, if a speaker of L*n-s regards as false all

sentences whích contaín psychical Ëerms ín a referring posi-Ëíon

(which, in certaín circumstances, speakers of L*n accept as

true) because:

(a) Speakers of L*n-s do not belíeve that sensations

(feelings, moods etc.) exíst.
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(b) Speakers of L*n-s belíeve thaÈ hthat speakers of

L*n call tsensatíonsr are nothing but braínprocesses.

(c) Speakers of L*n-s have radícally different

beliefs ín relation to each of the sensatíons they

perceive from the beliefç we would have about each of

those same sensations if we I^7ere to perceive them.

then speakers of L*n-s and L*n would have different concepËual

schemes from each oÈher.

I[ might be thought that speakers of L*n-s have a

dífferenË conceptual scheme from speakers of L*n, because

speakers of l,*n-s would refer to each of the sensaËions they

perceive using dífferent singular terms from the síngular terms

speakers of L*n would use to refer to each of those same sensaÈ-

ions if they were to perceive them. For what speakers of L*n

call a sensation, speakers of L*n-s call a braínprocess. Un-

fortunately notíng this fact alone, would not be sufficient to

show that speakers of Lfn and speakers of L*n-s have different

conceptual schemes, since the Èerms speakers of L*n-s would use

to refer Ëo each of these sensations they perceive may have the

same mea¡.ing (and therefore the same denotation) as the terms

speakers of L*n would use to refer Ëo Ëhose same sensaÈíons

if they üIere to perceíve them. Neurophysiol-ogical síngular

terms may change their meaníng (and hence denoËation) in the

change from L*n to L*n-s.

However, if speakers of L*n-s would refer Èo each of the

sensations they perceive using singular Lerms whích denote Ëhe
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brainprocesses which cause each of the sensations that they

perceíve, and speakers of L*n would refer to each of those same

sensations using singular Ëerms which denote the sensatíons

Èhemselves then speakers of L*n and speakers of L*n-s would have

a partially different conceptual scheme. Thís may happen if

speakers of L*n-s believed ín relatíon to sensations that they

¡¿ere brainprocesses.

Davidson objects to the view that if we r^Iere to replace

psychical díscourse wíth neurophysíological discourse thaË we

would be justified in calling such alter4tiousr; a change in

our concepÈual scheme. In other words, he argues that we would

never be justífied ín calling a change from L*n to Ltn-s a

change of conceptual scheme. He wrítes

Suppose that in my office of MÍnister of Scientífic
Language I want the new man to stop usíng words Ëhat
refer to, say the emoËions, feeling, thoughts, and
intenEíons, and to talk ínstead of physiologícal
staEes and happenings that are assumed to be more
or less ídentical- with mental riff and raff. How
do I tell whether my advíce has been heeded if the new
man speaks a ne\¡r language? For all I know the shíny
new phrases, though stolen from Ëhe o1d language in
which they refer to physiological stirrings may in
hís mouth play the role of the messy old mental
concepts.

The key phrase ís: for all I know: !ühat ís
clear is that retentíon of some or all of the old
vocabulary in itself provides no basís for judgíng
Ëhe new scheme to be the same as or different from
the old. I

If speakers of L*n-s would refer to each of the sensaËions

they perceive using síngular terms which denote those sensations,

then the change from L*n (our language) to L*n-s r¿oul-d not be a

1 Davídson, L973 p. 10
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(partial) change in our conceptual scheme but a change ín the

singular terms used to refer to sensations.

Davidson asks the rhetorical question tHow do we know

Ëhat speakers of L*n-s do not refer to each of the sensations

they perceíve using síngular terms which denote those sensatfons

and so have the same conceptual scheme as we do, after all?l

For all we know Ëhe neurophysíological terms which speakers of

Ltn-s use to refer Ëo sensatíons may have changed their meaníng

in the change from L*n to L*n-s, so that the terms might denote

the sensations they are used to refer Ëo' after all'

So as Davidson poinËs ouË ! the retentíon of some or

all of the old vocabulary in itself provídes no basis for

judgíng the new scheme to be the same as or dífferent from the

old. I For example, we cannot tell whether the síngular term

I the x-character brainprocess I am havíng nowr used by a speaker,

of L*n-s to refer to the yellowish-orange afterimage he is having'

denotes the x-character brainprocess he is havíng, or the yellow-

ish-orange afterimage he is referríng to, just by noÈing that it

would denoÈe, íf anythíng, an x-character braínprocess in our

language (L+n). The singular term rThe x-character brainprocess

I am having nowt may have changed íts meaning in the change from

Ltn to L*n-s, so that ít ís s)monymous with tthe yellowish-orange

afterímage I am having nowt in our language (L+n), in whích case

ít would denote, if anything, a yellowish-orange afterímage, and

not an x-character brainProcess.
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But we can tell whether or noË the singular term rthe

x-characËer braínprocess f am having nowt used by a speaker

of L*n-s to refer to a yellowish-orange afterimage he is

having, denotes (if anything) the afterimage he ís referring

to, or the brainprocess he is having, by finding out what the

speaker believes about what he calls I the x-character brain-

process I am having nowt.

I,rIe could find this ouÈ by asking the speaker questions

líke:

(f) Is the x-character brainprocess you are having

now publicly observable in prínciple?

(2) Is the x-character brainprocess you are having

now locaÈed in the brain?

(3) Is the x-charact.er brainprocess you are havíng

now bríghtly coloured?

If Èhe speaker ans\¡rers tYest to (1) and (2) and tNor to (3)

it would suggest Ëhat the term I Ëhe x-character brainprocess

I am havíng nowt does noÈ denote the afterimage the speaker

uses it to refer to. In fact íf the speaker says much the same

about what he ca11s I the x-characËer brainprocess I am having nowl

as ü/e would say about the x-character brainprocess he is having then,

ít would seem that Ëhe singular Èerm denotes (íf anyting) a

brainprocess, and not an afterimage at all.

IË ís possible that the speaker of L*n-s means someËhing

different from whaË we would mean by the terms rpublicly observ-

abler, tlocaËed ín the brainr and tbrightly colouredf. But we
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could find out, for example, whether they use Ëhe term

rpublicly observabler to mean somethíng differenÈ from what

hle mean by ít by askíng them whether certain physical, psychícal

and abstract enËities are publícly observable. If the ansr¡/ers

they give to Èhese questlons concur wíth the ansr¡rers we would

give to those same questíons, then this would be evídence

Èhat they mean by tpublícly observablef what hre mean by it

(símilar consíderatl-ons apply to rlocaËed in the brainr and

fbrÍghtly colouredr ).

So contrary to Davidson, we could have evídence

that speakers of L*n-s refer to the sensations Ëhey perceíve

using singular Èerms which denote brainprocesses, and so have

dífferent denotatíons from the singular terms we would use to

refer to those same sensatíons if we $rere Èo perceíve them. In

other words we could have evidence that speakers of L*n-s have

a partially dífferent conceptual scheme from ours.

2.2 ELIMINATIVE PHENOMENALISM

trùe thínk of the world as consisting of more or less

solid objects with defíníte surfaces, in moÈion or at rest,

comíng into being, enduríng a while then passing away. These

physical objects exísted nillions of years before any conscious

beings exísËed and will perhaps continue to exíst millions of

years after conscíous beings have gone. This world of physical

objects ís made knov¡n to us by the deflection of light to our

eyes, sound Ëo our earç, and resistíng our pressures.
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Eliminative phenomenalists think (for various reasons

whích r¿e will not díscuss here) Ëhat all that exíst are minds

and the sensations, feelíngs, thoughts, moods etc. that

these mtnds have. On this víew physícal objects do noË exÍst

and what r¿e call physical objecËs are nothing but well ordered

familÍes of perceptual sensations which behave ín certain law-

like ways. So we could in principle (accordíng to the Elimin-

ative Phenomenalíst) stop talking about physical objects, and

talk instead about well ordered families of perceptual sensat-

íons wíËhout diminishing our ability to make true descriptíons

of what there is. For example we could stop talking about

apples and talk ínstead about red spherical percepÈual sensaÈions

which behave ín certain law-like r^rays.

Of course physícal object talk is a convenienÊ way

of talking about our perceptual sensations, just as talking

about the average family wíth its two and a quarter chíldren is

a conveníent \^ray of talking about demographíc statistics. But

Ëhis does not mean that physícal objects any more than the

average family exíst. So we could, ín principle, even if it

r¿ould be very dífficult in practice eliminate talk of physícal

objects, and replace ít wÍth talk about perceptual sensatíons

(ca1l it phenomenalistic discourse) withouË diminíshing our

ability to make true descríptions of ¡trhat there is.

The Elírninat.ive Phenomenalíst acknowledges ËhaË

Ithere is no líkelthood that each sentence about physícal objects

can actually be translated, however deviously and complexly,'into
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the phenomenalístic languager. So Èhe Elirninatíve Phenomenalíst

is not saying thaÈ a sentence like

(46) I see an apple

means the same as, or can be translated as

(47) I see a red spherical perceptual sensaÈion

which behaves ín such and such law-líke l^rays.

He ís simply saying that we could elimínate sentences líke

(46) and replace them r.ríth sentences like (47) and not dímÍnish

our ability to make true descríptíons of what Ëhere is.

Suppose that an Elinínative Phenomenalist, call him

EP, were to replace physical objecÈ díscourse wíth phenomenal-

istic discourse. Then he would refer to what we call physícal

objects usíng síngular terms whích denot,e, íf anything' well

ordered families of perceptual sensatíons. This is because:

. EP believes that physical objects are well-ordered

farnilies of perceptual sensations, and as I¡Ie savr

in 1.1 the meaning and the denotation of a singular

term used to refer to an object ís determined by

what t.he person believes about the object he ís

referring to.

. I,ühat we call a physícal object is ídentícal with

what EP would call a well-ordered family of percept-

ual sensatíons.

Suppose that Eliminatíve PhenomenalÍsm is íncorrect,

and that physical objects do exíst, and Èhat what we call physical
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objects are physical objects. Suppose also that all perceptíon

involves having perceptual sensations. Then EP would refer

to each of the physical objects he perceives usíng singular

terms r¿hích differ ín denotation from the síngular terms we would

use to refer Ëo each of those same entiËies íf r^re r¡rere Ëo perceive

them. EP would refer to each of the physical objects he perceived

using singular Ëerms whích denote, if anyËhing, a well ordered

farnily of perceptual sensations. trrle would refer to those same physic-

al objecËs using singular terms which denote those physical objects

(if anythírg). So EP would have a partíally dífferent conceptual

scheme from ours.

2.3 AN EXAMPLE OF TI,üO COMPLETELY DIFFERING CONCEPTUAL SCHEMES.

Call the Englísh language before anything was known about

neurophysiology, and before anythíng vras known about perceptual

sensations, L.

L*n develops from L by the addj-tion of neurophysiological díscourse

(a vocabuLary, the consti-tuent teïms of which denoÈe either neuïo-

physíologi-cal entíties, or properÈies of neurophysiologícal entiËíes).

L*n-s develops from L*n by the replacement of psychical discourse

(a vocabulary, the constituent terms of which denote either psych-

ical entítíes such as sensation, belíefs, wants, or properties

of these entities) with neurophysíological discourse.

L*n-s* develops from L*n-s by the forgetting, over time, of psych-

ícal discourse (that ís, forgettíng the meanings of the constituent

terms of psychical discourse).
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L+ph develops from L by the additíon of phenomenalistic

díscourse (a vocabulary the consËituent terms of which denote

eiËher perceptual sensatíons, well ordered farnilies of percept-

ual sensations, properties of perceptual sensatíons, or events

involving perceptual sensat.íons. It is a sensedatum language.)

L+ph-p develops from L-ph by the replacement of physicalístic

discourse (a vocabuLaty, the constituent Ëerms of which denoÈe

physícal entities Iobjects, events, processes] or propertíes of

these entíties) \¡/ith phenomenalístic díscourse.

L*ph=p* develops from L*ph-p, by the forgettíng over tíme of

physícalistic díscourse (íe. forgettíng the rneaning of the

constiËuent terms of physicalistíc discourse).

Suppose that speakers of L*n-s were Eliminative

Materíalists, and speakers of L+ph-p were EliminaËÍve Pheno-

menalists. The speaker of L*n-s would refer Ëo each of the

entitíes they perceíve using singular terms wíth different

denotations from the singular terms which speakers of L+ph-p

would use to refer to those same entities íf they were t.o

perceíve them, and so have a completely dífferent conce ptual

scheme from speakers of L+ph-p (and vice-versa).

Speakers of L*n-s would refer Ëo psychical entiÈies

using síngular terms whích denote neurophysiological entities,

and to physícal objects using terms whích denote physical

objects. Speakers of L+ph-p would refer to psychical entíties
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using singular terms whích denoËe psychícal entities and to

physieal objects using terms which denote perceptual sensations.
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CHAPTER THREE

3.1 THE TRANSLATION ARGITMENT.

Davidsonfs maín argument against the ídea of a

different conceptual scheme ís what I shal1 call the trans-

lation argument. The argument has four,-6GêpSt

Step 1. The Associatíon of having a language with having a

conceptual scheme. Davidson writes

tr'Ie may accept the doctrine thaË assocíates havíng
a language wíËh having a conceptual scheme. I

The association of conceptual schemes with languages ís relaÈ-

ively unproblematíc, for there is a very close association

between concepts and the meanings of words, ín the following \^lays:

(1) If a person knows the meaning of the word thorset

(for example), he must have the concepË of horse.

(2) The converse relation does noÈ hold. A person

have have the concept of horse and yet not kno¡¿

Èhe meaníng of the Englísh word thorset, (for

the person may not kno\,r any English) . However,

ít is generally the case Ëhat a person who has

the concept of horse will know the meaning of a

word (or set of words) equivalent in meaníng to

Ëhe English word thorset. He míght know the meaníng

of the German word tPferdr.

1 Davidson, L973 p. 6
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(3) Two words may express the same concept íf

and only if they have the same meaning.

(4) As Rescher points out a conceptr sâyr of horse

ís rgíven ín the complex of rules that govern

the use of pertínent termínology in the language(s)

vre use to díscourse abouÈ themfl ¡hot"."1. The

meaning of a word in a language ís gíven ín the

Same I^74y.

AnoËher reason for associatíng conceptual schemes with languages

is thís.

If conceptual schemes arenft associated with languages

ín this way, Èhe origínal problem is needlessly doubled,

for then we would have to imagine the mínd \Àrith its

ordinary caËegories, operatíng with language with its

organisíng structure. Under the circumstances we would

certaínly \,rant to ask who is Ëo be master.2

Step 2. The adoption of linguístic ínter-translatabilíty as

a criËerion for the identity of the assocíated conceptual scheme.

Davidson wrítes

I{e may accept the docÈrine that. assocíates having a

language with having a conceptual scheme. The relation

may be supposed t.o be thís: if conceptual schemes

differ, so do languages. But speakers of different

1 Rerscher,

2 Davidson,

1980 p. 325

L973 p. 6
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languages may share a concepËual scheme províded

there is a htay of translatíng one language into

the other. Studying the críËeria of translatíon

is Èherefore a way of focussing on criteria of

ídentity for conceptual ""h.*"".1

So two language-speakers share the same conceptual scheme if

and only if Èheír two languages are inÈer-translaÈable. Two

language speakers have a different conceptual scheme if and

only if Èhe two speakerts languages are noË ínter-translaÈable.

Step 3. The adoption of translatability into a familiar tongue

as the only crlterion of languagehood so that one ís entitled

to call a certain activity a language íf and only if ít ís

translaËable into onets own language.

Step 4. For an activity to be a language and associated with

a coriceptual scheme, ít must be translatable into our language

(from step 3). For languages (and associated conceptual

schemes) to díffer, transl-atíon must break down (from step 2).

But we cantt have it both ways. The idea of a different

conceptual scheme ís a contradlction ín terms.

3.2 STEP 3 OF THE TRANSLATION ARGI]MENT IS INCORRECT.

Davídson recognises that step 3 of the Èranslation

argumenË tlacks the appeal of self evidence...r and that it

1 Davidson, L973 p. 6
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t should emerge as the conclusion of an argument I . Unfortun-

ately Davidson (1973) does not give a positive argument for

the conclusion that translatability ínto a famíliar tongue ís

the only criterion of languagehood, but rather criticises other

critería for languagehood. In 3.2 we will argue that step 3

of the translation argument ís incorrect.

3.2.L LANGUAGES I^IIIICH FAIL OF ]NTER-TRANSLATABILITY.

It will be argued in thís sectíon that two languages may

fail completely of ínter-translatabilíty in that no sígnificant

range of sentences in the one could be successfully translated

ínto the other. Consider L*n-s*l trrd L*ph-p*2. tr'Ie argued

in chapter t\¡/o that such languages may develop from L by

(1) In the one case, the addítion of neurophysiological

discourse to L to form L*n, and ín the other, the

i addition of phenomenalist discourse to L to form L*ph.

(2) In the one case Ëhe replacement of psychical

discourse by neurophysiological díscourse to form

L*n-s and ín the oÈher the replacement of physicalistic

discourse by phenomenalísËíc discourse Ëo form P+ph-p.

(3) The forgettíng over a long period of time, of in

the one case the meaning of the Ëerms which constítute

I
2

see p.

see P.

93 above.

94 above.
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psychical discourse to form L+n-s*, and ín the other

the meaning of terms which consËitute physicalistic

discourse to form L*Ph-P*r.

Assume that for all the sentences they utter, speakers

of L*n-srr and L*ph-p* use the denoËing term(s) of these sentences

to refer to eíÈher a physical or psychical entiËy.

Then no sentence uttered by speakers of L*n-s* wíIl be

able to be correctly translated into L*ph-P* or vice versa.

Consíder for example the sentence uttered by a speaker

of L*n-s:t

(1) I notice an x-character patËern of neurones

fíring ín areas 17-18 of my cerebral corËex.

where tan x-character pattern of neurones firing in areas L7-L8

of my cerebral cortext ís used by speakers of L*n-s* to refer to

a yellowish-orange afterirnage. A speaker of L*ph-pzt wíl1 not be

able to correctly translate (1) ínto hís language since it does

not contain terms which denote neuro-physíological processes. He

mây, followíng Davidsonrs method,(see 3.2.4) interpret (1) as

(2) I notíce a yellowísh-orange afterimage.

because (1) ís generally held true by speakers of L*n-s* íf

and only íf (in the opinion of the speaker of L*ph-p:t) the

speaker notices a yellowish-orange afterimage at the time of

uËLeríng (1). But the interpretation ís incorrect sínce (1)

does not mean or even entail (2). Simílarly a speaker of L*fi-s*

would not be able to correctly translate the sentence (2)
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uttered by a speaker of L*ph-p:t ínËo his language.

Consider the sentence uttered by a speaker of L*ph-pzt

(3) I noËíce an applish well-ordered farníly of

perceptual sensations.

where fan applish well-ordered faníly of perceptual sensatíonsr

is used by a speaker of L+ph-prk to refer to an apple. A speaker

of L*n-s* will not be able to correctly translate (3) inÈo his

language sínce ít does not contaín terms which denoÈe percepËual

sensatíons. He may, following Davidsonrs method, ínterpret (3)

as

(4) I notice an apple.

because (3) is generally held true by speakers of T+ph-p:t i¡

and only if (in the opinion of speakers of L*n-s*) the speaker

notices an apple at the time. But t.hís interpreËatíon is in-

correct since (3) does not mean, or even entail (4). Simílarly

a speaker of L+ph-p* would not be able to correctly translate

Ëhe sentence (4) uÈtered by a speaker of L*n-s* ínto his language.

More generally all sentences of L*n-s* which contain

terms used by speakers of L*n-slr Èo refer to physical, or

psychical entíties cannot be translated correctly into L+ph-p't

and vice versa.

I,rIe assumedearlier that all of the sentences uttered

by speakers of L*n-s* and L*ph-p* are used to refer eíÈher to

physical or psychícal entit.íes. Therefore none of the senËences

uttered by speakers of L*n-s* can be correctly translaËed into

L+ph-p:t and vice versa.
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Símilar remarks apply íf all sentences uÈtered by

speakers of L*n-s* contain singular terms which denote physícal

entities or general terms which denote kinds of physical entíty -

and if all sentences utÈered by speakers of L+ph-p* contaín

singular terms which denoÈe psychical enÈities or general terms

which denoËe kinds of psychical entity.

So there coul-d be two languages whích fail cornpletely of

inter-translatability, Ëhat ís, different conceptual schemes

according to Davidsonts criteríon for Èhe identíty of conceptual

schemes.

3.2.2 LANGUAGES I^IHICH FAII OF TMNSLATABILITY INTO OUR

PRNSENT LANGUAGE.

Could Èhere be a language whích complet.ely faíls of

translatabílíty into Englísh? I,rIe cannot make sense of this

possibilíty by givíng examples of entities which terms in some

oÈher language denot.e and which no Ëerms in our language denote,

for in gíving such an example r^re use a Ëerm ín our language which

denoËes that entity.

To make sense of the possibility of a language which

is noÈ translatable into our present language, consider a

Ianguage r.¡hích develops out of l,+n-s* 1 
by

(1) the addítion of microphysical díscourse to

L*n-s* to form L*rn * n-s* (Ltm for short). Micro-

physical discourse ís a set of terms whích denote

or describe nucleí, electrons, oÈher mícro-parÈícles

1 see p. 93
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and collectíons of such particles.

(2) the replacement of physi-cal object díscourse

wit.h rnicrophysical díscourse to form L+m-p.

(3) the forgeÈting, over tíme of physical object

discourse to form L*m-p*.

ft ís possíble that speakers of L*m-px have a different

conceptual scheme from ours.

(a) Suppose that for all the sentences uttered by speakers of

L*m-p* the denoting terrn(s) are used by these speakers to refer

to eíther physical enËítíes or psychical entíties.

(b)Irfe have found a cornprehensive explanation of the properties

of bulk maËter, according to which matËer is taken Ëo be composed

of nuclei and electrons which follow Èhe laws of quantum mechan-

ics. For example the colour of an object is explained in terms

of electromagneÈic radíation given off by the atoms which, ín

part, constiËute the coloured object, (ormoreprecísely are given

off by the atomt s electrons as they move from a highter to a

lower state of energy. It is argued by some philosophers and

physicists that neither the radíation resulting from the electron

moving from a higher to a lower state of energy nor the electron

itself can be coloured. For the explanation of colour is the

radiatíon givenoffby electrons as they change theír energy state'

and the entíties ín terms of which colour is explaíned cannot be

coloured themselves. In other words colour is caused by the
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process described above. Hence electrons and Ëhe radiation

they ernit cannot be coloured (because they cause colour).

Let us suppose that these wriÈers are correct and that

electrons, and the radiation they emít, are not coloured, and

that colour is an emergent property caused by colleetions of

colourless microparticles. Suppose also thaË sirnílar considerat-

íons apply to smell, taste, sound, hardness and smoothness.

(c) Suppose that speakers of Lffi-pi< are all Sellarsian

Scientific Realists. Sellarsl argues that Ëhere ís a conflíct

between the contentíons of modern mícro-physícs, and the corit-

ent.ions of conrnonsense. I{e Ëhink of physical objects as being

coloured, having a taste, havíng a smell, emítËing sounds, being

hard or soft, smooth or rough. I,üíth Tespect to colour, for

example, Sellars argues that physícs tells us that what we call

physical objects are nothíng but collections of minute widely

separated colourless particles. Therefore physical objects

are not coloured. He then argues, given this conflicË, that

we should reject Èhe conunonsense contention that physícal objects

are coloured.

In fact saying that physícal objects are noË coloured

does not get matÈers quite rÍght. Sellars writes

tPhysícal objects are noÈ really colouredr makes
sense only as a clumsy expression of the idea tha,Ët-here
are no such things as the coloured physical objects
of Èhe conmonsense world. 2

1

2

Sellars, 1963

Sellars, L963

chapter 1

p. 1-73
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To say Ëhat there are no such things as Ëhe coloured physical

objecËs of the conmonsense world is símply to say that we

could reject our present vocabulary for referríng to and

describíng physical objects (ie. physical object discoucse).,

and replace ít with microphysical discourse wiËhout our abilíty

to desóribe what there ís diminíshÍng. sellars points out thaË

such a replacement of physical object discourse wíth mícro-

physical díscourse would be very difficult in practice, though,

of course, possible in prínciple. He writes

This rejecËion Iof the coÍlmonsense framework of
physical objects located ín Space and enduring
through Time] need not, of course, be a practical
reject.ion. It need not, that is, carry ülith it a
proposal to brainwash existíng populations and traín
Ëhem to speak differently. l

But ít musË be possíble in princíple, for on Sellars! view

physical objecÈs do not exist.

(d) Suppose the reason speakers of L*m-P* speak L*n-'px i"

because they became Sellarsían Scíentific Realis.ts and no

longer belíeved that physícal objects exj-sted. They rejected,

and eventually forgot, physical object discourse replacing it

r¿ith mícrophysical discourse, because they believed of what we

would call physícal objects; that they were colourless' scent-

less, tasteless, silent collectíons of mícrophysícal particles.

If (a) , (b) , (c) and (d) \^rere true then speakers of

L*m-p*c would have a completely different conceptual scheme

from ours. They would have radically different beliefs about

Sellars, 1963 p. 1-73
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each of the entiËies they perceive from the belíefs we would

have about those same entitíes if \ire r^rere Èo perceive them.

That is they would refer to each of the enËities they perceive

using singular terms wiÊh a different denotation from the

singular Lerms we would use Ëo refer to those same entitíes.

For example, we might believe in relation to an apple,

that it is red, hard, has a sr,reet taste and faint aroma. A

speaker of L*m-p* would noË believe in relation to that same

apple that iË has a colour, hardness, taste or smell aË all.

l{e would refer to the apple usíng a term which denotes (if any-

Èhing) a physícal object. A speaker of L*m-p* would refer to that

same apple using a term which denoËes (íf anything) a-physical-

object-mínus-íts-emergent-properti-es; the colourless, tasteless,

odourless, scattered collection of microphysical parËicles, which

(though speakers of L*m-px dontt believe thís) cause the colour,

smell, taste and hardness of famÍlíar physical objects.

llould L*m-plr be translatable ínto our presenË language?

(1) !üe supposed earlier that for all sentences utÈered by speak-

ers of L*m-p* Ëhe denoting terrn(s) are used by these speakers to

refer to either physical entítíes or psychical entíties.

(2) If speakers of L*m-p:t refer to physical entities and

psychical entitíes using terms which denote entiÈíes which terms

in our present language denote, (e.g. using Ëerms whích denote

entitíes líke collections of atoms, nuclei, electrons, proÈons,

posítrons) then L*m-px would be translatable ínto our presenË

language.
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(3) If speakers of L*m-p* refer to physical and psychícal

entítíes using terms whích no terms in our presenË language

denote, then L*m-p* would not be translatable into our present

language.

(4) It is possíble that speakers of L*m-px refer to physical

and psychical entities usíng terms which denote enËit.ies r¿hich

no terms ín our present language denote. As Feinberg poínts

out. it is líkely to be discovered ín the future that I the

particles we observe are somehow manifestations of an underlying

structure we have not yet detected.tl because

(í) at high energy levels particles are easily creaËed

and destroyed or Ëransformed ínto each other in such

a r¡ray as to conserve quantities of electrical charge

and energy. This is hard to understand íf partícles

(so far knovrn) are really fundamentaL.2

(ii) The electrical charge of apparently unrelated

particlesr eg. positrons and protons, 
"." .qrr"l.3

It is possible (though Feinberg does noË discuss the possíbílity)

that the as yet undíscovered strucËure underlying presently known

partÍcles is itself made up of as yet undíscovered fundamental

parËicles (fundamental in that they cannot be created, destroyed

or transformed). It is possíble that speakers of L+m-pr. nay

refer Ëo physícal and psychícal entiËies using Ëerms which denote

collections of these fundamental particles. Our present language

I Feínberg,

2 Feínberg,

3 Feinberg,

p

p

p

15

15

15

L966

1966

L966
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does not contain terms whích denote these fundamental partícJ-es

for they are not yet discovered.

(5) IË follor^rs from (3) and (4) that it is possíble that L*m-p*

is not translatable ínto our present language.

2.2.3 I,{HAT DOES IT MEAN TO SAY THAT THE CRITERION OF

LANGUAGEHOOD IS TRANSLATABILITY INTO A I'AMIL]AR TONGUE?

Davidson argues that translatabílity lnto a familíar

tongue is a criterion of languagehood, so thaÈ ra form of

activiËy which cannot be ínterpreted as language in our language

is not speech behavíour.'1

It is not clear what Davidson means by saying that

translatability is a criterion of languagehood. I{e will look

at three possibílities. It may mean

(1) a form of actívity ís a language if and only if

iË can be successfully translated ínto our present

language.

(1) seems íncorrect because as \^re have seen L*m-p* is a language

yet may compleËely fail of successful ËranslatabílíÈy ínto our

present language. It may mean

(2) A form of activity can be known Ëo be a

language if and only íf ít can be successfully

translated into our present language.

1 Davidson, L973 p. 7
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(2) seems incorrect because L*m-p* may eompletely fail of

successful t.ranslatabílity inËo our present language, yeË hre

could know it to be a language, because

(a) L*rn-px may be a form of acËivity which can be

parsed into sentences, and sentences into subject

terms, predicate terms, and copula.

(b) hle could discover that all sentences uttered

by speakers of L*m-p:* are held true or false according

to díscoverable changes in the world, so \^re can determ-

ine the condítions under which speakers of L*m-p* ¡e1¿

the sentences they utter tfue. Thís would give us an

ínterpretatíon or translation of every sentence a

speaker of L+m-p:t uÈters. However ít would not be a

correct interpreËation or translatíon, since all

sentences uttered by speakers of L*m-p* contain terms

which denote entítíes whích no term ín Englísh denotes.

(a) and (b) would be suffícíent evidence that Ëhe form of

activiÈy in question \¡ras speech behavíour.

In other words, we could have evidence that L+m-p* is a

language (even though we could not correctly interpret it) if we

could formulate a theory of truth for L*m-p:k.

Davídson would reply thaÈ to give a Èheory of truth

for any language in our present language ís to correctly inter-

preË thaÈ language in our present language. In 2.2.4 we r¿Í11

argue that to give a theory of Èruth for a language is not

necessarily to correctly interpret ít.
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To say that translatabílity into a famíliar tongue

is the criterion of languagehood may mean

(3) A form of activíty can be knor^rn by us to be

a language if and only íf it ís correctly or ín-

correctly translaËable or interpretable ín our

present language.

(3) may be correct. I,Ie will not discuss whether or not it ís

Ërue because if Davidson means by ttranslatabilíÈyr, tcorrect.

or incorrect translaÈabilítyr (and by rínterpretabilityr,

fcorrect or íncorrect interpretabílítyt), then step 2 of the

translation argument seems false.

For according to Step 2 of the Ëranslatíon argument

two people share the same conceptual scheme if and only if

their languages are ínter-translatable.

If Davidson ís saying that tr^ro people share the same

conceptual scheme if and only íf their languages are correctly

int.er-translatable, Èhen hís claim has aË least some initial

plausibility. (though in 3.3 we will argue that ít is false).

But åf Davidson ís sayÍng that two people share the same

conceptual scheme if and only íf theír languages are correctly

or incorrectly ínter-translatable Ëhen hís claim lacks even

initíal plausibility. For suppose türo people spoke languages

which were incorrectly inËer-translatable, but could in no way

be correctly translated into each other. Then it is not at all

clear that Ëhese t\¡ro people share Ëhe same conceptual scheme.
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3.2.4 DAVIDSONIS THEORY OF INTERPRETATION

Davidson argues that a theory of truth for a language

enables us to correctly interpreË any sentence of that language.

So to correctly interpreÈ a speaker, all we need Ëo do ís to

construcË a theory of truth for that language.

A theory of ínterpretation ís not the same as a theory

of Èranslation. A theory of interpretaËíon will enable me Ëo

understand any sentence uttered by the speaker. But as Davidson

poinËs ouË

trlhen ínterpretatíon is our aím, a method of trans-
lation deals wíth the r¡rrong topic, a relation between
two languages, where what is wanted ís an interpret-
ation of one. I

Accordígg to Davídson, in the general oase a theory of trans-

latíon wíll involve three languages: an objecË language (the

language being translated), a subject language (the language

into whích the translati.on is made) and the metalanguage (the

language which says whích sentence of Ëhe subject language

Ëranslates which sentence of the object language).

In this general case, if we understand the theory of

translatíon, \^re can knor.r whích sentences of the subject language

translate which sentence of the object language r¿iËhout knowÍng

what any of the sentences mean. For example, a theory of trans-

latíon in whích the meta-language ís Englísh, might tell us

The German sentence rEs regnet.r means the same

as the French sentence I 11 pleut I

1 Davidson, 1973 *iì p. 3L7
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Yet if we only understood Englísh sentences, we would not

knor,,r whaË rEs regnetf or f I1 pleutt mean.

If the subject language and the metalanguage happens

to be our language Ëhen someone who understands the theory of

translation would be able to ínterpret alíen sentences. But

as Davidson points ouÈ

this is because he brings to bear two things he
knows and that the theory does noË state: the
fact that the subject language is his own, and
his knowledge of how Ëo interpret utterances ín
his own language. 1

Suppose that \,üe are engaged in the radical interpretat-

ion of the sentence uttered by a particular speaker, that is, we

are starËing from scratch theorÍsing about what the sentences

uttered by a speaker mean. Davidson lísts three requirements

of our theory of ínËerpretation.

(1) tThe interpreËer must be able to understand
any of the infínity of sentences a speaker
rníght utter. If \¡re are t.o state explieitly
what t.he interpreter míghÈ know that would
enable hirn to do Èhis rnre must put iË in a
finite form.t 2

In other words, Ëhere must be a finitely stated

method of int,erpreting any sentence Ehe speaker rnight uÈËer.

Otherwise the interpreter (in his three score years and ten)

would not be able Ëo feern the Èheory (method) which enables hi-m to

interpret the sentencesthe speaker might uËËer.

(2) The second requirement of a theory of interpretatíon

is thaË

the Èheory of ínËerpretatíon can be supported or
verified by evidence plausibly avaibble to an ínter-
preter. 3

I Davidson,
3 Davídson,

L973 p. 3L7
L973 p. 316

2 Davídson, L973 p. 315
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(3) The third requirement of a theory of interpretation

ís that the theory not rest on evidence about the speakerrs

beliefs (íntentions, desires). This ís because of the inter-

dependence of belíef and meaníng. A persont s speech cannot be

ínterpreted without knoroing a good deal about hrhat he believes,

but fine distinctions between belíefs are impossible wíthout

understood speech. So if we are to interpret speech or to

íntellígibly attribute beliefs and other attítudes r^re must

formulate a theory whích simultaneously accounts for atËitudes

and interprets speech; a Éheory which rests on evídence

which assumes neither. (Otherwíse the theory would be question

begging. )

Davídson thínks that a theory of Èruth satisfíes

these requirements for a theory of interpretaËíon. So to inËer-

pret a speaker of a language all we need do ís to construct

a theory of truth for that language.

Alfred Tarskí staÈes Ëwo mínimum requíremenËs for a

theory of truth. Davidson calls these requirements ConvenËion T.

Imagíne that we are consÈructing a theory of Ëruth for German,

and that r¡/e are stating the theory ín English.Tarskif s requíre-

ment for the theory of truth are as follows:

(A) For every senÈence S of German there ís a

provable theorem of the form

(1) The sentence S of German is true íf and only

if p.

In any particular case, tSt is replaced by the name of a

German sentence, and tpt is replaced by an English sentence, as in
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(2) The German sentence rEs regnetr ís true if and

only íf it is rainíng.

So a theory oÍ ÈruËh for German should gíve us axioms

and rules of inference from ¡¿hich I¡Ie can deduce, for any sentence

S of German a correspondíng T-sentence of Ëhe form (1).

An axíomatic theory (like a Tarskí truth theory) must

have a finite base, that is, a finíte number of axioms and rules

of inference, from which to prove the infínite number of sentences

of a language.

(B) The second requirement is that all the provable

T-sentences of the theory be true.

A theory of truth for a language that satisfies these

two requirements, wíll satisfy the fírst requirement for a theory

of interpretation.

(i) A theory of truth for a language enables us to

understand anything a speaker of that language may say. If a

speakers says tst a theory of truth will tell us that tst is true

íf and only íf p. So I can understand what a speaker is claíming

Ëo be Èrue when he says tst. So the English senËence on the

right-hand side of the T-sentence (generated by the axíoms and rules

of ínference of the theory of truth) gíves us the interpreÈaÈion of the

German sentence named on the left-hand side of the bi-condiËional.

(íi) The axíoms and rules of inference requíred to prove

a T-sentence corresponding to every sentence in the language' will

according Èo Tarskirs first requirement, be fínite in number.
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Does a theory of truth f.or a language satísfy the

second requirement for a theory of ínÈerpretation? Can a

theory of truth for a language be verífíed by evídence

plausibly available to an ínterpreter? Davídson argues

It is enough to demonstrate that a theory of truth
is empirically correct. . . Ëo verify Ëhat the
T-sentences are true. (In practice an adequat.e
sample wíl1 confirm the theory to a reasonable
degree. ) 1

Ilhat evidence could plausibly be available to an interpreter

to confirm, or verífy, the truth of an adequate sample of

T-sentences ?

Davídson says that what sentences a speaker holds true

are evidence hre could use to verífy T-sentences. The attitude

of holdíng a sentence true ís a sentenÈi-al attitude. Doesnrt

this run up against the third requirement for a theory of inter-

pretatíon that it does not rest on evidence which assumes

attítudes or ínÈerpreted speech (in a question-begging way) ?

But as Davídson poínts out

The:-fact that Ëhe main íssue is noË begged can be
seen from Ëhis: if we merely know that someone
holds a certain sentence true \,üe know neither
what he means by the sentence nor hrhat belief
his holding it true represents. 2

In order to see how evidence about what sentences a

speaker holds true may be used to verífy T-sentences and therefore

a theory of truÈh, suppose that r¿hat a person holds true ís true.

1 Davidson,

2 Davidson,

L97 3

L973

318p

p 18
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tr{e could have evidence that speakers of German hold

fEs regnetr Èrue if and only if ít ís rainíng. Some evídence

for thís rníght be that tEs regnetrisuttered with regularity only

when it ís in fact raíning by people who are in a position to

know that it is rainíng and where conment about the weather ís

appropriate. They often deny tEs regnetr when it is not raíning'

cr are put out, surprised or amused when we tentatively say tEs

regnetr when íÈ is not raíning.

Given the assumption that what a person holds Ërue is Ërue,

the same evidence supports the following T-sentence.

(3) rEs regnett is true-in-German when spoken by x

at tíme t if and only if it is raíning near x at tj-me t '

The evídence ín a nutshell is Èhis:

(4) (x) (t) (if x :,belongs to the German speech

community then (x holds tEs regnett Ërue at t íf and

only if ít ís rainíng near x at t) ) .

Again, given that what a speaker holds true ís true

we could proceed to construct. a theory of truth for an alien

language in the following waY.

Step (1) Impose onto the alíen language the logical vocabulary

of first order quantificatíon theory (plus identíty).

The evídence here is patterns of senÈences always held

true or always held false by almost everyone all of

the time (potentíal logícal Ëruths) and patterns of

inference.
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Step (2) Determine the truth conditions of sentences sometimes

held true and someËimes held false according to

discoverable changes ln the ¡¿orld.

Step (3) Determine the truth conditíons of sentences whose

held truth value doesntt vary systematícally wíth

changes ín the environment.

A theory of truËh for a language tells us for any

senËence, S, of that language, what S means and what a speaker

of the language who holds S true, believes. So a Ëheory of

truth simultaneously interprets the speakerrs words, and tells us

what he holds true, in uttering any sentenee, S. Thus our thírd

requirement for a theory of interpretatíon is satísfied by a

theory of truth.

A problem still remains. The assumption on whích our

deliberations about evídence for verifyíng T-sentences is based

is false. IÈ is not always the case that whaË a speaker holds Èrue

is true. As Davídson admíts

It cannot be assumed that
belíefs. I

speakers never have false

But Davidson argues that most of our belíefs must be true

(lale will look at his argument for thís in the next sectíon

3.2 .s)

Thus we assign truth conditíons to alíen sentences in

such a \^ray as to maximi-ge(-- agreement between the speakers and us,

rsubject to considerations of simplicity, hunches about the effects

of social conditioning and of course our conmon sense, or

1 Davídson, 1975 p. 20
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scienËific knowledge of explicable error. t 1

Sínce what a speaker holds true may sometímes be

objectively false, anomalies in the ínterpretaËion of sentences

may develop. tr{here anomalies occur, one possibílíty is that

the speaker has a false belíef. Another possibility is that

we have místranslated him. The ínterpreter must juggle around

with hypotheses about what the speaker holds true, and what he

means, Ëo come up with an interpretation which optímíses agree-

ment with us.

Suppose a speaker of L*n-s (see p. 9? ) says

(5) Inotice a ø

and we noËe that (5) is held true if and only if the speaker

notices an afËerimage. I{e míght be led to Ëranslate (5) as

(6) I notice an afterimage.

Subsequently however, the ínterpreter may discover thaË

speakers of L*n-s say that

Øts are not coloured

Øts are publicalty observable

Øts are located ín the brain.

and' that scarcely anything they say about Øs we say about

afterímages.

Two possíbílities arise at this point.

(í) lüe could translate 'øt as fafterimaget and say that

speakers of L*n-s have many false beliefs about afterímages.

1 Davidson, L973 p. L9
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or (íi) üIe could decíde Ëhat 'ø' does noÈ mean tafterimager

after all, and what the speakers of L*n-s say about fits

ís roughly what \¡re say about braínprocesses which cause

afterímages (brainprocesses of x-character). So we míghÈ

translate 'øt as fbraínprocess of x-characterr and gay Èhat

speakers of L*n-s have many true beliefs abouË braín-

processes of x-character.

AlternaËive (ii) opt.imises agreement between speakers of L*n-s

and us, because ít attríbutes less false beliefs (in our opinion)

to speakers of Lùn-s. Since according to Davídson, most of our

beliefs are true, alternative (ií) is preferable sínce ít maxim-

ises agreement.

3.2.5 AN OBJECTION TO DAVIDSONIS THEORY OF INTERPRETATION.

I,{e have seen thaË Davídsonrs Theory of Interpretatíon

rests on the assumption that most of our belíefs must be Èrue.

In 'Thought and Talktl rrrd 'The Method of Truth ín Meta-
,)

physicsr' Davídson defends this assumpt.ion. He argues that

all speakers of language share a largely correct yíew of how

things are.

He firstly argues that all speakers of language share a

víew of how things are, and t.henægues that this shared view of

how things are musË be largely correct.

1 Davidson,

2 Davídson,

L975

L97 7
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The reason why speakers must agree wíth most of

our beliefs is that

we damage t,he ínËelligíbílíty of our readíngs of
the utterances of others when our method of reading
puts others ínÈo what we take Èo bebroad error.
trrle can make serise of differences all ríght but
only agaínst a background of shared belief. 1

So accordíng to Davidson in order for us to intellig-

ibly impute error to others r/e must. assume that most of our

belíefs are shared by others, for we can only make sense of error

(dísagreement) against a vast background of shared belief. IË

will be argued later that this ís false. But let us look firstly

at Davidsonrs justification for the claím. He writes

belíefs are ídentified and described only within a
dense pattern of beliefs. I can believe a cloud is
passíng before the sun, but only because I believe
there is a sun, that clouds are made of rraÈer
vapour, that water can exíst in líquíd or gaseoø-sc
form; and so on without end. 2

trle saw ín chapter one that this is false. A belíef

can be ídentífíed and descríbed in relation Ëo (an) object(s).

For example we can atËríbute a belief Ëo a chíld that a cloud ís

passing the sun, íf we read rThe child believes Èhat a cloud is

passing before the sunr relationally as follows

(f,x) (uy) (x = a cloud) t (y = the sun) & (the child

believes that x ís passing before y)

In rnaking sueh an attributíon r^¡e do not assume that the child

belíeves that clouds are made of \^later vapour, nor that \irater

1 Davidson,

2 Davidson,

p. 244

p. 245

L977

r977
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exists ín liquíd or gaseous form, far less anything about

the water cycle, or the solar system.

However the idea that belíefs, understood non-

relationally, are ídentified and described only withín a dense

paÈtern of belíefs has some plausibílity. For when we attribute

to a person, S, t.he belief thaË a cloud is passing before the

sun where thís ís undersËood non-relationally as follor¿s.

S believes that ( (Sx) (SV) (x = a cloud) &

(y = the sun) & (x is passing before y)).

we do assume that S belíeves Ehat the sun exísts and the clouds

exist and we assume that they believe much the same as we do

about clouds and about the sun. If we discover that S believes

so little of what we do about clouds and the sun, that S does

noË believe that clouds (as we conceive thern) exisÈ, and Ëhe

sun (as ¡ve conceive it) exists, then we would noË attribute to

S the belíef Ëhat a cloud ís passíng before the sun (excepÈ as

such an aËtributíon is understood as beíng relatíonal).

Davi-dson writes

If I suppose that you belíeve a cloud ís passing
before Ëhe sun, I suppose you to have the right
sort of pattern of belíefs to support t.hat one
belief. I

This is correct because if Davidson (or anyone) supposes you

Ëo believe that a eloud ís passíng before the sun he supposes

you to believe Ehat the sun and clouds exíst and he supposes

you Ëo have the right sort of paÈtern of belíefs which are

I Davidson, L977 p. 245
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presupposed by your believÍng that sun and clouds exist.

Davidson continues

these belíefs I assume you to have must to do
their supporting work be enough like rny beliefs
to justify my descriptíon of your belief as the
belief that a cloud is passing before the sun. If
I am right in attríbutíng this belief to you then
you must have a pattern of beliefs líke mine. 1

This is true because if Davidson assumes that you believe

that a cloud is passing before the sun, then he supposes you

to believe that the sun and clouds exist, and all those beliefs

which are presupposed by the belíefs that sun and clouds exist.

So íf Davidson supposes that you belíeve that a cloud is passíng

before the sun then he supposes you Ëo have a pattern of beliefs

like his orm, since Davidson happens to belíeve that the clouds

and the sun exist, and Ëhe beliefs presupposed in believing that

clouds and the sun exist.

It is not true, however, that anyone who attributes

to someone, S, the belíef that a cloud ís passing before Ëhe

sun supposes that S has beliefs rather like his own. It will

now be argued that a phenomenalist (who does not believe ËhaÈ

clouds or the sun exíst) may attríbuËe Èo S the belíef that a

cloud is passing before the sun (or any belíef about physical

objects) without supposíng that S has beliefs like his or^m.

Suppose that a communíty of speakers of L*ph (see

p. 9;4) divide ínto t\^/o groups: one group the eliminatíve

1 Davidson, L977 p.245
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phenomenalists (see 2.2) who replace physical object discourse

wit.h phenomenal díscourse to form L+ph-p (see p. 94), and the

other the physicalisËs who retain L*ph. The eliminaÈive

phenomenalíst does not belíeve that physícal objects exist

but that what physicalists call physical objects are nothing

but well ordered families of perceptual sensatíons. So an

eliminative phenomenalíst does not belíeve that clouds and sun

exisÈ and believes few of the beliefs presupposed by belíeving

that clouds and sun exist.

However the elíminative phenomenalist who speaks

Lrph-p does remember how Ëo speak physicalistíc discourse

(see p.94) unlike speakers of L*ph-p* (see p. 94) who with

the course of time have forgotten how to speak it. (Unlike

speakers of L*ph-p, speakers of L*ph-P* have forgotten the

rneaníng of the terms whj-ch constitute physicalistic discourse).

In the ËransíËion from L*ph to L+ph-p' no ne\¡r terms were added

to the vocabulary of the eliminatíve phenomenalists' nor \^7ere

there any subtracted. They símply use 6ome of the old terms

(phenomenal Èerms) Ëo refer Ëo different objects' and use oËher

old terms (physical terms) less frequently (and then only in

negative existential sentences) .

Despíte the fact that the phenomenalist does not believe

that physical objects exist, he certainly can atÈribuËe the be-

lief that a cloud is passing before the sun to a Physicalist (the

speaker of L+ph). In doing so he would assume Ëhat the speaker of

L*ph belíeves that the clouds and sun exisË, and "endless"

beliefs presupposed by believing that the sun and clouds,- exíst
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but the phenomenalist would noË be assurning that the physicalisË

has beliefs like his.

The physicalisËs and eliminat.ive phenomenalists do

share something ín corunon to enable them to undersËand each

other. But what they share is not a conmon ontology or many

beliefsr but a common vocabulary. They assign the sarne meanings

Ëo the same terms in their language. For example, the elimín-

ative phenomenalist who speaks L+ph-p and the physicalist who

speaks L*ph, assign to the Ëerms tsunt and rcloudt the same

meanings. However, the eliminative phenomenalist who speaks

L+ph-p (unlike the physicalíst who speaks L+ph) does noË believe

that clouds and sun exist, and does not believe, therefore,

that rcloudr and tsunt denotes.

So although it ís true that a belief ís ídentifíed

and described in a dense pattern of beliefs, since havíng one

belíef presupposes having many others, and although ít is true

that if I attribute a belief to you, I assume you to have many

other beliefs, whích are presupposed by the belief I attribute

to you, it is false that íf I attribute to you a belíef, the

belíefs which I assume you Ëo have, Ëo do their supporting work,

must be beliefs like rny own. For if I were an elíminatíve phenomen-

alist and spoke L*ph=p, I may aËËríbute the belief Ëo you that a

cloud is passing before the sun, and although I would be suppos-

ing Èhat you believe Ëhat the sun and the clouds exist and all

those belíefs presupposed in belieúing that clouds and sun

exisË, I would not be supposing you had beliefs much like mine.
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This is because I would belíeve neiËher that clouds and

sun exist nor many of the belíefs presupposed in believing

their existence.

It ís also false that h7e can make sense of differences

in belief only against a background of shared beliefs. Speak-

ers of L+ph-p (see p. 94) (who are elíminative phenomenalísts)

may share very few belíefs with speakers of Lfn-s (see p. 93)

(who are elirninative materialists). YeÈ if a speaker of

L+ph-p (as we allowed he might) could speak neurophysíological

discourse and physical object discourse as well as psychioal

díscourse and phenomenal discourse then the speaker of L*ph-p

would be able to understand most of the utterances a speaker

of Lfn-s may make, and so be aware that the speakers of Lþh-p

and L*n-s have radically different ontologies (ie. differences

ín belief abouË what there is). As a result of this difference

in ontology iË may be the case that a speaker of L*ph-p will

disagree with mosË of the utterances a speaker of L*n-s may make

(e.g. if most of the seritences utËered by speakers of L*n-s

contaín terms which denote physícal enÈíties or kínds of physical

entity.

For símilar reasons it ís also false that speakers

of language must share a view of how things are.

Davidson says tI^Ie can... take it as given that mosË

beliefs are correct.'l trIe discussed and critícised Davidsonrs

argument for thís c1aím in L.4.2. It will now be argued that r^le

1 Davidson, L975 p. 20
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cannot take it as gíven that most belíefs are correct.

For mosÈ of our beliefs entail or presuppose

either

(a) (f,x) (x is a psychical entity)

or

(b) (gx) (x is a physical object)

Yet we cannot take ít as given that (a) and (b) are true.

ÍIe cannot take l-t as given that Elíminative Materialism

is false. AccordÍng Ëo Elirninative Materialísm psychícal

entities do not exist, and what people call psychical entítíes

are nothíng but certain brainprocesses. If Elimínative Mater-

ialism is true then what is presupposed or entaÍled by rnany

of our beliefs would be false, and so these belíefs would not

be true. For if Ëhese beliefs presuppose (a) then they are neither

true nor false. Tf these belíefs entail (a) then they are all

false.

Nor can we take ít as gíven that Sellarsían Scientific

Realísm ís false. According to Sellarsian Scientifíc Realism

physical objects do not exist and that what people call physical

objects are nothing but colourless, odourless, tasteless, silent

collectionst'afmicro-particles. If Sellarsian Scíentific Realísm

ís true then what ís presupposed or entaíled by many of our

beliefs would be false, and so these beliefs would not be true.

Since \^re cannot take it as gíven that eíther Sellarsian

Scientífic Realísm, or Eliminatíve Materialism is false, and since
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probably most of our beliefs about objects in or aspects of

the world presuppose or entail the exisËence of physical

objects or psychical entítíes, we cannot take it as given that

most of our belíefs are true.

It has been argued in 3.2 that Step 3 of the

translat.ion argumenË agaínst the idea of a completely differ-

ent. conceptual scheme is incorrecÈ. TÈ has been argued that

translatabilíty into a famíliar tongue is not the críteríon

of languagehood, since

(a) Two languages, e.g. L*n-s* and L*ph-p*,

may fail completely of inter-translatability

in that no sentence in the one language can

be Ëranslated correctly ínto the other.

(b) There may be a language, Ltm-pik which fails

completely of Ëranslatability ínto our present

language.

So ít is not the case that íf a form of activity is noÈ correctly

translatable into another language, then Èhat activity ís not

speech behaviour.

Also we can know that a certain form of activity

is speech behaviour, if we can formulate a theory of truth for

ít ín our language. But we argued in 3.2.4, and 3.2.5 that a

theory of truth for a language is not a theory of ínterpretation

or translatíon for that language. Thus \¡Ie can know that a

certaín form of activity is speech behavíour wi-thout beíng able
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to give a correct interpretatíon or translation of it in our

language. Thus the epistemic críÈerion of languagehood is

not, translatabilíty into a familiar tongue.

3.3 STEP 2 OF THE TRANSLATION ARGIJMENT IS INCORRECT.

Step 2 of Davidson!s argument (ie. the adoption

of intertranslatability as the críterion for the identíty of

concepËual schemes) is rnistaken, anyhTay.

Davidson writes

speakers of different languages may share a
concepËual scheme provided Ëhere ís a way
of translating one language into another.
Studyíng the criteria of translation is there-
fore a way of focusing on t.he criteria of identity
for conceptual schemes. I

and later

\^re may idenËify conceptual schemes wíth... ¡ sets
of interÈranslatable languages. 2

It Davidson ís claíming that

two people share a conceptual scheme if and only
if they speak languages that are l-nter-translatable

Èhen his claim is false, because although ít is true that

if two people share a concepÈual scheme then they
speak languages thaË are ínter-Èranslat.able.

ít is false that

if two people speak languages that are inter-
translatable, then they share a conceptual scheme.

{

1 Davidson,
2 Davidson,

p. 6

p. 7

L973
L973
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Of course people who speak languages that are inÈer-translat-

able will share the same concepts, but not, it will be argued,

the same scheme. Conceptual schemes are not just sets of

concepts, but are characterlsed by how the concept.s are used.

1
I,{e argued earlier that speakers of L*n-s

have differerìt conceptual schemes, because

and

2
L+ph-p

so that

(1) Speakers of L*n-s have radically different

beliefs in relation to the entíties they perceive

from the belíefs the speakers of L+ph-p would have

in relation to those same entítíes if they were to

perceive them.

(2) Speakers of L*n-s would refer Èo each of the

entitíes they perceíve using singular Lerms dífferíng

in denotation from the singular lerms speakers of

I+ph-p would use to refer to Ëhose same entities.

Speakers of L*n-s would refer Ëo psychícal entitíes

usíng singular term which denote (if anything)

.reurophysíologícal entitíes. Speakers of L+ph-p

would refer Ëo Ëhe.s,e same entities usíng singular terms

whích denote (if anything) psychical entities. Speak-

ers of Ltn-s would refer to physical objects usíng

singular terms which denoËe (if anythíng) physical

objects. Speakers of L+ph-p would refer to Ëhose

same physical objects using terms which d.rrot" p.t-

ceptual sensatíons.

I see p. 93 above 2 see p. 94 above.
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(3) Speakers of Ltn-s and Lþh-p have completely

different ontologies. A speaker of L*ph-p believes

Èhat psychícal entities, (eg. sensations, feelings,

moods, beliefs) íncluding perceptual sensaËions

exíst, and that physlcal objects do not exisÈ. A

speaker of L*n-s believes that psychical entíties

do not exist and that physical objects do exíst.

Yet L+n-s and L*ph-p may be inter-translatable.

For L*n-s may contain terms which denote psychical entities

including perceptual sensations, even though speakers of L*n-s

may never use these terms to refer to anyËhing. In oËher words

speakers of L*n-s may know psychical díscourse and phenomenal

di-scourse: yet not refer to anythíng using psychícal or phenomenal

Èerms. Similarly L+ph-p may contaín terms r¿hich denote p'syehicbl

enËitíes including neurophysíological processes, yet speakers

of L+ph-p may never use these terms to refer to anyÈhing. In

other words speakers of Ltph-p may know physical object díscourse

and neurophysiologícal díscourse yet never refer Ëo anything

usíng physieal object terms or neurophysiological terms.

If this vrere th.ecase, speakers of L*ph-p would be

able to understand every utterance of a speaker of L*n-s and

více versa, for speakers of L*n-s and L*ph-p would share the

same concepËs, and assign Ëhe same meaning to the same terms.

But the terms would be put to dífferenÈ uses by speakers of L*n-s

and L*ph-p: they would put the same síngular terms to dÍfferent

referring uses.
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So far in Chapter three we have argued that Step 2

and Step 3 of the translatíon argument against the ídea of a

dífferent conceptuaJ- scheme. are incorrect.

3.4 EVIDENCE OF DTFFERENT CONCEPTUAL SCHEMES.

Could we have evídence that speakers of another

language have a dífferent conceptual scheme from ours?

Ironically, employíng Davidsonts own method of ínterpretatíon

we could have evidence Èhat speakers of another language have a

dífferent conceptual scheme from ours. Suppose a speaker of
1L*n-str - says

(5) InoticeaØ V

and we note that (5) is held true by speakers of L*n-s* if

and only íf the speaker notices a yellowísh-orange afterimage.

Usíng Davidsonfs method we would tentatively translate (5) as

(6) I notíce a yellowish-orange afterimage.

Or again, suppose a speaker of L*n-s:k says

(7) The Ø I noÈíce now is Y

and we notice thaË (7) ís held true by the speaker of L*n-s*

if and only if he notices an afterimage at Èhe time of uttering

(7) and that afterimage is yellowish-orange. Using Davidsonts

method we would t.entatívely translate (7) as

1 see p. 93 above
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(8) The afterimage I noÈice now ís yellowish-

orange.

On just this evidence alone r¡/e can be reasonably

justífied in concluding that (5) and (7) express beliefs in

relation to (what we call) a yellowísh-orange afterímage, and

in reportine (5) objectually (see p. 27 ) as

(9) The speaker S, of L*n-stc saíd that he noticed

a Y afterimage.

and in reporÈíng (7) objectually as

(10) The speaker, S of L*n-s:k said that the

afterímage he ís noticíng ís a V afterimage.

tr{e may also be reasonably justlfied in concluding that 'the Ø'

(and in some circumstances t a Ø') is used by speakers of L*n-s¡k

to refer to afterímages that they notíce.

But we would noË yet be justífied ín saying that

t@t means rafterimaget nor even denotes an afterímage (if

anything) when preceded in a sentence by the defínite article,

nor ËhaË tVt means ' ryellowish-oranget. fn order to find

out what tØt means and rtheØr denoLes we would have to find

out more about what speakers of L*n-sJr believe about Ørs. tr'Ie may

find out from the sentences speakers of L*n-s* utter that they

believe that Øt s are publicly observable, located in the brain,

and are noË coloured. The term tthe Ør denotes that which fíts

Ehe set of descriptionsculled from t.he speakers of L*n-s¡l about

ttre Øo In this case the denoËation of tthe Øt r"y be a certain

paËtern of neurones firing.
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If so, r^re may now translate (5) as

(11) I notÍce an x-charact.er paËÈernr of neurones

firlng in areas 17-18 of my brain.

and (7) we rnight retranslate as

(L2) The paÈtern of neurones firing ín areas

17-18 of my brain which I notice now is

x-character.

The translatíon of (5) as (11) rather than as (6)

ís the most charitable. For if we ínterpret (5) as (6) and

we say thaÈ'øt means rafterimager, and if speakers of T,*n-s:t

say that Øts are publicly observable, located in the brain and

not coloured, then we would report them indirectly as havíng said

Ëhat afterímages as v/e conceive them are publícly observable,

located in the braín, and not coloured; a very bÍ-zarte attribuËion

indeed I

If we interpret (5) as (11) and \^re say that 'ø'

means rpatËern of neurones firing in areas 17-18 of the brainr,

and íf speakers of L*n-sr( say that Ø's are publícly observable

located in the brain, and not coloured, then we would report

thern indirect.ly as havíng said that brain-processes as \^re conceíve

them are publícly observable, located in the brain, not coloured,

whích is not bízarre at all.

So ín thís way, even usíng Davidsonrs method of

ínterpretaËion, we could have evidence that speakers of L*n-s*

refer to psychical entíties usíng Ëerms which denote neuro-
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physiological processes, and thus have a partÍally different

conceptual scheme from ours (since râre refer to psychícal entiÈies

usíng terms which denote psychical entiÈies if anything).

Could we have evidence that a language is not

translatable into our present language? I^Ie have argued that

there may exíst a language which fails completely of trans-

latabilíty ínto our present language, for exarnple L*m-p*.1 trIe

have argued that we could know thaÈ L*m-p:t is a language, sínce

we míght be able to formulate a Èheory of truth for L*rn-p* in

our presenÈ language. BuË could rtre ever have evídence that

L*m-p:t ís not translatable into our present language?

It will now be argued thaË we could.

(1) To say that. we cannot franslate L*ln-px lnto our presenÈ

language is not to say that l,*m-p* is impeneËrable to speakers

of Englísh; it ís not to say thaË \^re cannot learn L*m-px. It

is not a necessary condítion of learníng a language that we must

translate it into a language we already know. For, as Berriman2

points ouÈ human beings routinely learn languages without trans-

lating that language into a language whích they already know.

A child learning his/her first language learns a language wíÈhout

translating that language ínto an already known language.

(2) Of course, learning a second language is different. from

learníng a first. But surely it would be possible for a speaker

of English to learn L*m-p* as a child would learn that language;

more or less from scratch.

1 sse pp.102-3 above

2 Berriman, I978 p. 230
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Obviously there would be practícal problems for an

:English-speaker learning L*n1x. ín much the same \¡lay as a

child would learn íts first language. There will be the Ëemp-

taËion to interpret or translate whaË speakers of L*m-px say into

English, and Èhís would hinder a proper understanding of L*m-p¡t be-

cause, as I^Ie argued earlier, it is not Ëranslatable inËo English.

These practícal problems (that is the temptaËion to

interpret or Ëranslate L*m-p* ínto our language) may be over-

come more easíly íf a speaker, A, of I-*m-p who stíll remembers

sensatj.on díscourse, physical object discourse, and our prímíËíve

micro-physical discourse, r^Iere to Ëeach us L*m-p:b. A could

explain to a speaker B of English, endeavouring to learn L*m-p:t

the meaning of terms ín L*m-p* which denote the fundamental

partícles (and collections of such fundamenËa1 partíc1es) whích

underlie the particles presently known to the English-speaking

world (Englísh contains no terms which denote such entities)

This first step toward learning L*m-p*c would be

comparable to a person who knew only NewËonian physics learning

Einsteinían physics; a difficult though not impossíble task.

Then A could explaín Èo B Èhat in the opínion of

speakers of L*m-p* physical objects do not exíst, and that what

English speakers call physical objects are accordíng to speakers

of L+m-p* nothing but colourless, tasteless, odourless' scattered

collections of fundamental partícles (fundamental particles whích

English has no terms for). A may explaín to B that speakers of

L*m-p* refer to what English speakers call physícal objects usíng

terms whích denoËe collectíons of such impoverished partícles.
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(Analogous remarks wíll apply to reference to psychical

entíÈies).

In thís way, then, a speaker of English may learn

Lùn-p*. However, ít 1s not Èhe case thaË L{T-p* is Èrans-

latable into Englísh.

(3) Having learnt both Engl-ísh and L*grp*, B would have evidence

that L+.pr-p* was not translatable lnto Engllsh, because he would

then know that all sentenees uttered by speakers of L*m-p*

contain terms which denote entítles whÍch no t,erms ín English

denote.
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CONCLUSION

In thís essay it was argued that

DCS* It is possible that people from a different linguístíc

background refer to each of a sígnifícant range of the

entities they perceive using terms which differ ín

denotation from the singular terms we would use to refer

to Èhose same ent.ities if r,/e \^rere to pereeíve them (and

so have a partíally dífferent conceptual scheme from

ours) .

tr'Ie argued for DCS* by:

(1) Giving examples of how it ís possible that people from a

different linguistic background refer Ëo each of a sígnificant

range of the entities they perceive using síngular terms which

díffer in denotation from the singular terms we would use to

refer to those same entítíes. For example:

a) Elirninative Materialísts who spoke L*n-s

would refer to each of the psychical entities

Èhey perceive using síngular Èerms v¡hich denote

neurophysiological entíties, whereas we would

refer to those same entíties using singular terms

which denote psychical entítíes.

b) Elininative Phenomenalísts who spoke L+ph-p would

refer to each of the physical entíties they per-

ceive using singular terms which denote physical
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entiËíes whereas we would refer Èo those same

physical ent.it.ies using t.erms whích denoÈe physic-

al entíties.

and (2) Criticísing major arguments agai-nst the ídea of

a dífferent conceptual scheme from ours.

a) The denotaÈíon argument against the idea of a

different conceptual scheme faíls because step t\^ro of the denot-

atíon argument (that it is a necessary condítion for a speaker

to refer Ëo an entity that the speaker uses a singular term

whích denotes that entity) ís íncorrect, because

(i) If a definite descríption ís used referentíally (in

Donnellant s sense) Ëhen the speaker may refer to an enËíty

using a t.erm which does not denoÈe that entity

(ii) A person refers to an entiËy using a singular çerm in

vírtue of a causal chain of communicaÈion between the entity

referred to and the use of Ëhe síngular term and not in vírtue

of the entity referred Èo fíÈtíng Ëhe description (or the

descriptíon(s) associated with the use of the name by the

speaker) . So a speaker refers to a unique entíty using a singular

term, írrespectíve of wheËher the síngular term he uses denoËes

that object.

b) The translatíon argument against the idea of a

different conceptual scheme fails because

(i) Step three of the translation argument (that Ëhe críterion
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of languagehood is translatability into a farniliar idiom) ís

iqcorrect. Step three ís equivocal between

(1) A form of activíty is a language íf and only

íf it is translatable into a familiar tongue.

and (2) A form of activíty can be known by us to be

a language if and only if ít is translatable

ínto a famíliar tongue.

SËep Èhree interpreted as (1) is incorrect since there may be

a language, eg. L+rn-prwhich fails completely of translatability

into English.

SÈep three interpreted as (2) is incorrect since we could know

Èhat a language, eg. L*m-p, ís a language, even though ít is

not translatable ínto English from the fact that we could

formulate a theory of truth for the language. Accordíng to

Davidsonfs theory of interpreËation, to give a correct theory

of truth for a language is to give a dorrect theory of ínter-

pretation for that language. But Davidson!s theory of inter-

pretation is based on the false assumption that most of our

beliefs must be correct..

(ií) Step t\^ro of the translation argument (that Èhe criËeríon

for the identity of conceptual schemes is ínter-translaÈabiliÈy)

is also íncorrect. Two people may share the same coricepts, and

so their languages would be ínter-translatable, yet have dífferent

conceptual schemes. For example speakers of L*n-s who know
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phenomenalistic díscourse, and speakers of Lþh-p who know

neurophyslological discourse would have dtffererit. conceptual

schemes, but would be able to interpret (correctly) each

others utterances. A speakerts conceptual scheme is a functfon

of the concepts he has, and how they are used, (what they are

used to conceptual-ise) .

I conclude that DCS* ís correct, and so the idea of

a different conceptual scheme from ours can be made sense of.
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